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Observation of extremely strong neutron scattering
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The spectral dependence of the transmission of a collimated neutron
beam by disordered quartz microstructures is measured. The observed
mean free paths are very short, down to 200 nm. The results show that
scattering with a characteristic value of the parameterkl<10 is realized
near the neutron total external reflection edge. ©1998 American In-
stitute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00105-4#

PACS numbers: 61.12.Ex, 61.43.Er

Despite the fact that the phenomenon of strong~Anderson! localization1 is of a very
general character, i.e., it can be observed in the propagation of both waves and pa
of any nature in randomly nonuniform media, many investigations performed in this
initially focused on the problem of electron transport. Nonetheless, interest in stud
other systems is continually increasing, first and foremost, because of the possibi
making more direct observations and interpretation of the effects which appear
example, the diffusion of electromagnetic radiation in disordered structures has
studied intensively during the last ten years.2–6 As a result, near-localization has bee
observed in a number of recent experiments with microwaves and visible light,4–6 but the
localized state itself has not been realized. Therefore the search for and study o
systems remains very topical. Specifically, in Ref. 7 a proposal was made to investiga
the possibility of localization of ultracold neutrons~UCNs!. This experiment, the prelimi-
nary results of which are reported in Ref. 8, is from our standpoint a quite convin
demonstration of the realizability of conditions for strong neutron scattering, and it
points to further steps for approaching the mobility threshold of UCNs, if such a thr
old exists.

The scattering power of a medium is most often described by the mean free pl
and the parameterkl, wherek is the neutron wave number. Since the coherent part of
intensity decreases~see, for example, Refs. 3 and 9! as exp(2L/ l ) after passage throug
a layer thicknessL consisting of randomly distributed nonabsorbing scatterers, the m
direct method of determining the mean free path is to measure the transmission
collimated beam. According to the estimates presented in Ref. 7, intense neutron s
3070021-3640/98/67(5)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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ing should arise near the threshold of total reflection for the scatterer material. In
energy range the wave number dependence of the material constants become
strong,10 so that monochromatization of a UCN flux is a necessary condition for perfo
ing the measurements. Finally, the average sized of the scatterers must be selected taki
into account the scale of wavelengthsl in the energy range of interest.3,7 We investigated
the spectral dependence of neutron transmission for samples withkd/2;1 andd;lc

~the total reflection edge!. The PF2 extractor in the reactor at the Institut Laue-Lange
~Grenoble, France! was used as the UCN source.

The experimental arrangement is displayed in Fig. 1. The UCN flux passes thr
a stainless steel cleaning neutron guide, which makes two 90° turns and rises by 1
The transmitted neutrons accumulate in a stainless steel chamber with an aluminu
window, mounted at the bottom of the chamber, and an aluminum foil placed at the
Thus, a relatively narrow band is cut out of the initially quite wide UCN energy dis
bution. Specifically, the energy spectrum immediately after the exit window varies
55 to 70 neV. An accelerating neutron guide with a standard3He proportional counter,
which can move inside guide, is used for measuring the spectral dependence
sample is placed between two polyethylene collimators, secured on the detector in
of its entrance window. Another proportional counter serves for monitoring the UCN
inside the cleaning neutron guide. The neutron energyE was scanned from 70 to 300 ne
with this gravitational spectrometer.

All samples were fabricated by the sol-gel method.11,12Quartz particles with averag
diameterd.30 nm were formed in the process of hydrolysis of silicon alkoxide in
presence of the main catalyst~ammonia!.13,14To clean the reaction products, the produ
were heat-treated for 10 h at 450 C, making it possible to remove organic compound
prevent SiO2 particles from sticking together, which is undesirable, the quartz pow

FIG. 1. Diagram of the experimental apparatus.
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was dissolved with distilled water and subjected to ultrasound treatment. Small qua
of the mixture obtained were then placed onto a rapidly rotating substrate. A nonun
layer of the required thickness was formed by alternating the process of depositin
suspension with drying and sintering. The substrates consisted of standard 100
diameter and 0.5 mm thick single-crystal silicon wafers polished on both sides.
average size of the scatterers comprising the layers prepared was determined
conditions of the final annealing. It was established that heat treatment at 700 °C do
affect the SiO2 particles, while raising the temperature to 900 °C changes their shap
size, leading to the formation of almost perfect microspheres with diameterd.100 nm.
Thus, two types of samples, differing from one another by the sizes of the scatterd
.30 nm andd.100 nm, respectively, were prepared. An SEM image of the surfac
one of the experimental microstructures is presented in Fig. 2. The volume fractionf of
the particles was equal to 0.4–0.5 for samples of the first type and 0.5–0.6 for samp
the second type.

To prevent the substrate from affecting the results the measurements of the
mission of UCNs by a silicon crystal without a SiO2 layer were performed. The back
ground count rate was virtually time-independent on account of the stable operat
the reactor. To obtain additional experimental confirmation of the fact that scatterin
occurred, the transmitted neutron flux was measured with and without a collimato
stalled between the sample and the detector, and the values obtained were compar
one another. Typical spectral dependences of the transmissionTc(E) for a collimated
beam are presented in presented in Fig. 3. At the completion of the experimen
structure of the disordered layers was carefully studied~and thickness measuremen
were also performed! with an Alpha-step microprofilometer, manufactured by the Ten
Instruments Company, and a JEM-100 electron microscope, manufactured by JEOL
gave values of the mean free pathl 52L/ ln(Tc) and the parameterkl5(2mE)1/2l /\,
wherem is the neutron mass. It was found thatL < l for all available samples in the
entire energy range. This means that there is not enough time for a diffusion flux to
and therefore the thickness dependenceT(L) does not play such a serious role as f

FIG. 2. SEM image of the surface of one of the samples.
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larger values ofL, for which the variation of theT(L) shows nearness to a localize
state.3–6

The spectral dependence ofl for both types of samples is shown in Fig. 4.
agreement with our expectations, the mean free path decreases rapidly with decr
neutron energy. The lowest attainable value ofl equals 150–200 nm ford.100 nm.
Comparing with other experiments, it should be noted that the UCN scattering obs
in the present work is extremely strong. Its macroscopic section (l 21), for example, is
two to three orders of magnitude greater than the data presented in Refs. 15 a
Localization effects begin to affect strongly the character of the diffusion process w
kl;1, i.e., the value of the parameterkl is, in some sense, a measure of the closenes
the mobility threshold. Since the most intense scattering is observed near the total
tion edge for SiO2 ~approximately 90 neV!, it can be conjectured that a random walk
UCNs inside a complicated structure formed by gaps between the quartz particles

FIG. 3. Transmission of a collimated beam as a function of neutron energy: (h) d5100 nm,L5300 nm; (d)
d5100 nm,L5150 nm.

FIG. 4. Spectral dependence of the mean free path: (h) d5100 nm; (d) d530 nm.
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in this energy range. Using the value of the wave number for neutrons in vacuum
obtain min(kl).10. However, the fact that the size of the scatterersd<l can appreciably
influence the character of the neutron transport. If the value ofk for an effective medium
~whose density equals the average density of the nonuniform layer! is used, then forf
50.5 we have min(kl).6, i.e., of the same order of magnitude. In any case, the valu
the parameterkl is too far from the value required to satisfy the standard localiza
criterion kl51. Nonetheless, thicker SiO2 layers with the same structure can apparen
be successfully used to investigate weak localization of neutrons.

The results obtained demonstrate a strong dependence of the mean free path
the neutron energy and the size of the scatterers. It now appears that the most inte
region from the standpoint of new experiments lies between the total reflection edg
the scatterer material and the effective medium. We believe that using materials w
higher potential barrier as well as optimizing the sizes of the nonuniformities will m
it possible to approach very close to the mobility edge and, possibly, even obt
localized state of UCNs.

We are grateful to S. T. Belyaev, L. N. Bondarenko, I. K. Meshkovski�, and V. I.
Morozov for helpful discussions and their interest in our investigations. This work
made possible in part by the support of the Russian Fund for Fundamental Res
under contract 95-02-05031-a~B. R. M. and S. M. Ch.!, Grant N9A000 from the Inter-
national Science Fund~B. R. M.!, and Grant N9A300 from the MNF and the Russi
Government~B. R. M.!.
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Possible approach to the halo size determination from
fragmentation reactions
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It is shown that the distribution of the sum of the observed transverse
momentaq of the core fragment and of the halo nucleons in the case of
‘‘elastic’’ breakup of exotic halo nuclei should have a dip atq50, the
width of which may be a measure of the halo size. ©1998 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00205-9#

PACS numbers: 21.10.Gv, 25.70.Mn

Exotic neutron- or proton-halo nuclei, discovered recently,1,2 are new and interesting
nuclear objects which are studied extensively nowadays. One of the main characte
of these nuclei is the size of the halo, which may be several times larger than that
nuclear core. Different methods have been used to determine the halo size, inc
measurement of the interaction cross sections,3 low-energy and intermediate-energy ela
tic proton scattering,4,5 pion double charge-exchange reactions,6 measurement of frag
ment momentum distributions,7,8 and some others. Nevertheless, the results obtained
subject to various sources of uncertainty and give somewhat different results. I
opinion, the overall nuclear size may be determined most accurately by the meth
intermediate-energy proton elastic scattering.5 As to determination of the sizes of the ha
and of the core by this method, the results obtained depend on the nuclear model

Investigations of the structure of exotic nuclei have been carried out in recent
mostly by the method of nuclear fragmentation. The fragmentation of exotic nu
which are loosely bound nuclear systems, occurs mainly as ‘‘elastic’’ breakup9 or as a
‘‘stripping’’ reaction.10 The observed momentum distributions of the fragments to so
extent reflect the internal nucleon distributions of the nuclei under study. In principle
widths of these distributions contain information on the halo size. For example, in
fragmentation of11Li nuclei at 800 MeV/u~Ref. 7! there were two components observ
in the transverse momentum distribution of the9Li fragments. It was supposed that th
broad component of this distribution is due to a neutron knock-out from the11Li core,
while the narrow component is due to a knock-out of neutrons from the11Li halo. The
narrow width of the latter component corresponds to a relatively large size of the11Li
halo. Later, a very narrow width in the angular distribution of neutrons from fragme
tion of 11Li nuclei at 29 MeV/u was observed.8 A very big 11Li halo radius~of about 12
fm! was inferred from this experiment. Subsequently it became clear11 that the narrow
component in the neutron angular distribution appears due to decay of the10Li nucleus
3120021-3640/98/67(5)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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formed after the knock-out of one of the halo neutrons from11Li, and that the width of
this distribution is linked not with the internal neutron halo momentum distribution
with the energy of the intermediate excited state of this decaying10Li nucleus. The
observed fragment momentum distributions may also be distorted significantly b
interaction of the target with the nuclear constituents and by the final-state interact
the knocked-out nucleon~or fragment! with the rest of the system. For this reason, t
information on the halo sizes obtained from the previously performed fragment
experiments is qualitative rather than quantitative.

In our previous paper12 we proposed an experiment that would yield accurate in
mation on the neutron halo momentum distribution. The momentum distribution of
neutrons measured in such an experiment is expected to suffer less distortion fro
reaction mechanism than in the previous experiments. Then the width of this distrib
could be used for evaluation of the halo size.

Here we discuss another approach for determination of the halo size based on
surement of transverse momentum distributions of fragments arising in the ‘‘ela
nuclear breakup of a beam of exotic nuclei interacting with a fragmentation target
method we propose13 is essentially different from that which has ordinarily been used
studies of exotic nuclei by fragmentation reactions.

In the following we shall consider the ‘‘elastic’’ breakup at intermediate ene
when one may use the Glauber theory for description of the scattering proces
‘‘elastic’’ breakup we mean a process of fragmentation in which the target is left in
ground state, and new particles~primarily pions! are not produced. Note that at sma
momentum transfers to the target, the ‘‘elastic’’ breakup is the dominant mechanis
exotic nucleus fragmentation. We suppose that the exotic nucleus consists of a co
nuclear core, the internal structure of which is described by a wave functioncc , plus one
or two halo nucleons, the relative motion of which around the core is described by a
function w(r ). We begin the analysis with the case of a one-nucleon halo nucleus
wave function for such a nucleus may be written as:

C f ,i5w f ,i~r !cc . ~1!

Herer5rn2r c ; rn5(Ac /A)r andr c52(1/A)r are the halo nucleon and the core radi
vectors in the nuclear center-of-mass~CM! system;r is their relative radius vector.

We describe the scattering of the target nucleus on the exotic nucleus as a pro
consecutive independent interactions of the target nucleus with the subsystems
exotic nucleus: its core and the halo nucleon. It is more convenient to do the analy
the CM system of the halo nucleus. Then, in agreement with Refs. 9 and 14, we can
the following formula for the amplitude of elastic breakup of the exotic nucleus to
core fragment and the halo nucleon:

F f i~q!5~ ik/2p!E exp~ iq–b!^w f uG~b!uw i&d
2b, ~2!

G~b!5G tn~b2sn!1G tc~b2sc!2G tn~b2sn!G tc~b2sc!. ~3!

Here q is the momentum transfer from the target to the halo nucleus~we consider
relatively small momentum transfers, whenq is practically perpendicular to the directio
of the beam!, k is the magnitude of the wave vectork of the projectile,b is the impact
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vector (b'k), the bracketŝu u& mean integration over the radius vectorr , the vectorssn

and sc are the transverse coordinates of the halo neutron and of the core,G(b) is the
profile function for interaction between the target and the exotic nucleus~for fixed rela-
tive positions of the halo nucleon and the core!, andG tn(b2sn) andG tc(b2sc) are the
profile functions for the interaction of the target with the halo nucleon and with the c
These profile functions are connected with the corresponding amplitudes for the e
scattering of the target on the halo nucleon and on the core by the following relati

G tn~b!5~1/2p ik !E exp~2 iq•b! f tn~q!d2q, ~4!

G tc~b!5~1/2p ik !E exp~2 iq•b! f tc~q!d2q. ~5!

The amplitudesf tn(q) and f tc(q) may be calculated by the standard way using
Glauber multiple scattering theory, the ground state density distributions of the targe
of the core fragment, and the free-scattering nucleon–nucleon amplitudes. The fo
for F f i(q) may be rewritten as

F f i~q!5Ftn~q!1Ftc~q!1Ftnc~q!, ~6!

Ftn~q!5 f tn~q!Sf i~~Ac /A!q!, ~7!

Ftc~q!5 f tc~q!Sf i~~21/A!q!, ~8!

Ftnc~q!52~2p ik !21E Sf i~q8! f tn~q/A1q8! f tc~~Ac /A!q2q8!d2q8, ~9!

where A and Ac are the mass numbers of the exotic nucleus and of its core (A5Ac

11), and the inelastic form factorSf i(q) is defined by

Sf i~q!5^w f~r !uexp~ iq–r !uw i~r !&5E w f* ~r !exp~ iq–r !w i~r !d3r . ~10!

The calculation of the cross section for elastic breakup becomes very simple i
neglects the final state interaction between the knocked-out nucleon and the core
ment, and uses plane waves for the wave functionsw f(r ). Here we shall take into accoun
only the amplitudeFtn(q), which, as will be discussed later, gives the main contribut
to the total amplitudeF f i(q) ~except at very small and very large values ofq). Then,
integrating over the relative momentum between the knocked-out nucleon and the
fragment, for the differential cross sectionds/d2q one obtains:

ds/d2q5k22u f tn~q!u2. ~11!

It is seen that in the approximation used the differential cross sectionds/d2q does not
depend on the halo nucleus structure, and that atq50 it has the maximum value. How
ever, as follows from a more accurate consideration, the dependence ofds/d2q on q at
small values ofq is basically different from that given by Eq.~11!, sincew f(r ) is not a
plane wave. We do not know the exact behavior of the wave functionsw f(r ). Neverthe-
less, by making use of completeness of the system of the wave functionsw f(r ), it is easy
to obtain the differential cross section summed up over all final states. Supposing th
halo nucleus has no bound excited states, we obtain:
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ds/d2q5k22(
f Þ i

uF f i~q!u25k22u f tn~q!u2@12~Sn~q!!2# ~12!

with Sn(q)5S((Ac /A)q), whereSn(q) is the halo-nucleon form factor, andS(q) is the
form factor corresponding to the wave functionw i(r ):

S~q!5E exp~ iq•r !uw i~r !u2d3r . ~13!

It is seen that the cross sectionds/d2q, following from amplitude~7!, does not depend
on the details of the final-state interaction between the knocked-out nucleon and th
fragment, but depends only on the amplitudef tn(q), which may be calculated rathe
accurately, and on the form factorSn(q), characterizing the halo-nucleon spatial dist
bution under study. Note thatSn(q)51 at q50, anduSn(q)u!1 at q@Rh

21 . At small
values ofq

Sn~q!'~12q2Rh
2/6!, ~14!

whereRh5^r2&h
1/2 is the root-mean-square radius of the halo space distribution. Th

fore, at small values ofq, according to~12! ds/d2q is proportional toq2 : ds/d2q;q2

~for qRh!1). At q50, as a consequence of orthogonality of the wave functionsw f(r ) to
the ground-state wave functionw i(r ), one hasds/d2q50. Though obtained here for
wave function of the type~1!, this result holds true for any wave functions provided th
only a single-nucleon scattering term is considered. Thus the distribution over the
verse momentumq should have a dip atq50, with a width proportional toRh

21 . By
analyzing the shape of this distribution, one can determine the value ofRh .

Now let us consider the other terms in Eq.~6!. If we take into account only term~8!,
then a similar anaysis yields

ds/d2q5k22u f tc~q!u2@12~Sn~q/Ac!!2#. ~15!

~Note that Sc(q)5S(2q/A)5Sn(q/Ac); for simplicity we limit consideration to an
s-state spherical wave functionw i(r ).! Thus, here againds/d2q50 atq50. At the same
time, the shape of this distribution is different from that given by Eq.~12!, the sensitivity
of the shape to the halo size at small values ofq being relatively low. The magnitude o
the amplitudef tc(q) at small values ofq exceeds that of the amplitudef tn(q), however
the contribution to the fragmentation cross section of the scattering of the target o
core is suppressed by the factor@12(Sn(q/Ac))

2#. For this reason, the contribution o
this term to the total cross section for fragmentation is relatively small. The contribu
to the cross section of term~9! is also small. Note that this term is not zero atq50. Of
course, all the three terms contribute to the cross section coherently, so that the
tudes should be added up, and then the cross section corresponding to the total am
can be calculated.

An important channel of fragmentation of exotic nuclei at small momentum tr
fers for targets with high charge numberZ is the Coulomb dissociation. To a first ap
proximation the contribution from the Coulomb dissociation may be taken into acc
by adding to amplitude~6! the relevant Coulomb term:

FCoul~q!5 f Coul~q!Sf i~~21/A!q!, ~16!
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wheref Coul(q) is the Coulomb amplitude for the scattering of the target on the core.
contribution from the Coulomb dissociation is substantial at very small momentum t
fers, and when added to the strong-interaction fragmentation, it may result in filling o
q-distribution dip discussed above. Thus it is evident that to use the proposed meth
determination of the halo size, one has to work with low-Z targets.

The analysis of the data is especially simple and much less ambiguous if hyd
is taken as a target. The shape ofds/d2q calculated in this case using only amplitude~7!
at an energy of around 800 MeV/u for three halo density distributions parametrized
Gaussian function with root-mean-square radii of 3 fm, 5 fm, and 8 fm, is demonst
in Fig. 1. It is seen that the size of the halo may be determined easily from the sha
this distribution. The contribution of amplitudes~8! and ~9! to the cross section, as w
have said, should be small. On account of the contribution of amplitude~9!, the minimum
in ds/d2q at q50 will be partially filled. However, the general character of the dep
dence ofds/d2q over q, with a dip atq50, will remain the same, so that the width o
this dip may be used for determination of the halo size. The method discussed m
applied to determine the sizes of neutron as well as proton halos. A similar pictu
expected to hold for the distribution of the fragmentation cross section over the trans
momentumq in the case of two-neutron halo nuclei as well. In that case the value o
momentumq may be determined experimentally from the sum of the transverse mom
of the detected core fragment and halo neutrons.

The method of the halo size determination discussed here is similar in a ce
sense to the method of small-angle elastic scattering of intermediate energy pr
which we proposed and used before.15,5 In both cases the information about the halo s
is obtained from scattering with small momentum transfers, and in both cases the
of the halo form factor is studied. However, in the case of proton elastic scattering
are significant contributions to the cross section at small scattering angles~at small
momentum transfers! both from the halo nucleons and from the core, so that a problem
separation of these contributions arises. As to the nuclear fragmentation, the shape
q distribution at small values ofq is determined mainly by theq dependence of the hal
form factor, the contribution from the core scattering being suppressed, as was disc
before. We note also that for disentangling the contributions of scattering from the

FIG. 1. The expected shape of the fragmentation cross section distribution over the transverse momeq,
calculated from Eq.~12! for three values of the halo radius: 3 fm, 5 fm, and 8 fm~curves1, 2, and 3,
respectively!.
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and from the core in the case of nuclear fragmentation, a correlation between th
mentum transferq and the measured fragment momenta could be helpful.

In conclusion, we have shown that the distribution of the sum of the transv
momenta of the fragments should exhibit a dip. The width of this dip depends on the
size. It would be interesting to check this theoretical prediction experimentally. Note
a minimum atq50 has also been predicted for incoherent scattering from stable nuc16

however, no investigations were carried out that could confirm the existence o
minimum. Provided that this minimum exists, the method discussed above may be
for measuring the sizes of halos in exotic nuclei. In any case, measurement of the
bution of the sum of the observed transverse momentaq of the core fragment and of th
halo nucleons at small values ofq is important for understanding of the mechanism
fragmentation of exotic nuclei.

a!e-mail: alk@hep486.pnpi.spb.ru
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Measurement of the rate of nuclear capture of negative
muons in the isotopes 84Kr and 136Xe
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The lifetime of a negative muon in the 1S state in the isotopes84Kr and
136Xe was measured. The values obtained,t(84Kr) 5139.262.9 ns and
t(136Xe)5111.064.6 ns, correspond to total nuclear capture rates
Lc(

84Kr) 56.7560.15 ms21 and Lc(
136Xe)58.660.4 ms21. Theo-

retical calculations of the rate of nuclear capture of a negative muon are
performed for the Kr isotopes. The experimental results are compared
with the theoretical calculations. ©1998 American Institute of Phys-
ics. @S0021-3640~98!00305-3#

PACS numbers: 25.30.Mr, 27.50.1e, 27.60.1j

The study of the capture of negative muons by atomic nuclei yields informa
about the nature of the weak interaction. An important characteristic of this process
rate of nuclear capture of muons. The total rate of nuclear capture of muons has now
measured for the overwhelming majority of the elements.1,2 The theoretical calculations
of the nuclear capture rate are based on Primakoff’s classic work.3 The main difficulty in
the theoretical calculations is that all possible excited states of the final nucleus
reaction

m21~Z,A!→~Z21,A!* 1nm

must be taken into account.

Numerical calculations of the rate of nuclear capture of negative muons in diffe
models of the nucleus have been performed thus far for a limited number of elem
mainly light and medium elements~see, for example, Refs. 1 and 4–7!. Satisfactory
agreement with experimental data was obtained in a number of cases. The semiem
3180021-3640/98/67(5)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Goulard–Primakoff formula8 for the rate of capture of a negative muon by a nucleus w
mass numberA and chargeZ is also used to describe the experimental data.

There are still no experimental data on the rate of nuclear capture of negative m
in the isotopes of krypton and xenon. These elements are of special interest becau
lie near the extrema of the Goulard–Primakoff theoretical curve. Moreover, krypton
xenon possess six and nine stable isotopes, respectively, making it possible to inve
the isotopic dependence of the rate of nuclear capture of negative muons. Charac
features in the values of the capture rate can also be expected for isotopes with n
nuclear spin (83Kr, 129Xe, 131Xe!.

The rate of nuclear capture of negative muons in a natural mixture of Xe isot
was first measured in Ref. 9. Its value fell in the range of values given by the Gou
Primakoff formula for the limiting stable Xe isotopes.

In the present letter we report the results of measurements of the rate of capt
negative muons in the isotopes84Kr and 136Xe.

The experiment was performed with the MYUONII˘ mSR spectrometer10 using a
separated beam of negative muons from the synchrocyclotron at the St. Petersbur
tute of Nuclear Physics~Gatchina! and consisted of measuring the total rate of vanish
of muons from the 1S state of the isotope of interest by detecting the electrons f
m2→e2 decay.

Figure 1 shows the experimental arrangement. A beam of negative muons w
momentum of 90 MeV/c,11 slowed down beforehand in the moderatorsF1 andF2, was
stopped in the target M, consisting of a container filled with condensed gas. The mo
tum spread in the beam wasdP/P'10%.11 The beam was collimated by a collimator
with an opening 25 mm in diameter. The background due to the beam electron
discriminated by setting the thresholds for triggering the signal shapers of the cou
C1 and C2. The separated muon beam also contained a very small admixture op2

mesons. However, thep2 mesons were completely absorbed in the materials locate
their path up to the counter C2. Indeed, the quantity of hydrocarbon-containing matter
the beam path in the moderatorsF1 andF2 and the counter C1 was;4.3 g/cm2. For a
momentum of 90 MeV/c the ranges of the muon andp2 meson in this material will
equal 5.1 g/cm2 and 2.9 g/cm2, respectively.

The signal C1C2C̄3 ~‘‘start’’ ! from the scintillation counters corresponded to sto
ping of a muon in the target, while the signal C1̄C3C4 ~‘‘stop’’ ! determined the momen

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement: M — target, F1 , F2 , F3 — moderators (F1 — polyethylene,F2 —
Plexiglas,F3 — brass!; K — collimator ~brass!; C1 , C2 , C3 , C4 — scintillation counters.
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a decay electron exited from the target. To eliminate distortions of the spectrum
events in which in a time of 10ms after the muon stops a second muon or a sec
electron was recorded~1m –1e condition! were discarded. A start signal was generated
before a muon stopped in the target the counter C1 was not triggered in a time of 10ms.
The waiting time of an electron fromm2→e2 decay was equal to 10ms. A time-to-
digital converter12 paired with a quartz IV 311 oscillator13 were used to measure the tim
interval between the moment when a muon stops in the target and an electron fro
decay of the muon is detected. The oscillator frequency was 200 MHz, the encode
2048 channels, and the channel width was 5 ns. Time intervals were also measure
a time-to-time converter followed by time-to-digital conversion; the channel width
equal to 1 ns. Codes of events from both encoders were recorded in fast memory,
contents were then read along a CAMAC bus into a computer. The characteristic
rates were as follows: the coincidence of signals C1C2;980 s21; the intensity of the start
signals;400 s21; the number of events recorded in the spectrum;25 s21 ~for an
encoder with a channel width of 5 ns!.

The temporal resolution of the apparatus was determined by detecting transi
ticles. The start signal was formed by the coincidence C1C2, while the stop signal was
formed by the coincidence C3C4. The transit-particle peak, which corresponded to z
time, had in an encoder with a channel width of 1 ns a total width at half-height of 2.

The low-temperature part of the apparatus, including a cryostat with the target
cooling system, is described in Ref. 9. The entrance and exit windows of the va
jacket of the cryostat were closed with 0.15-mm-thick Mylar. The target chamber us
the present work, in contrast to the chamber described in Ref. 9, was made of 99.5%
AD1 aluminum. The chamber consisted of a 12-mm-high cylinder with an inner diam
of 35 mm and with 2-mm-thick walls. The entrance and exit windows of the cham
were each 0.1 mm thick.

The84Kr and136Xe enrichments of the gases employed in the experiment were e
to 92.9% and 94%, respectively. The isotope83Kr ~7%! was the main impurity in kryp-
ton, while the isotope134Xe ~5.9%! was the main impurity in xenon. The impurity o
other elements in both cases was less than 0.02%.

The measurements were performed in solid84Kr and 136Xe at temperature 94.0
60.5 K in the absence of an external magnetic field. Three pairs of Helmholtz
compensated the stray magnetic field from the accelerator and the elements of the
guide as well as the earth’s magnetic field to 1022 Oe.10

Figure 2 shows the spectrum of the temporal distribution of them2→e2-decay
electrons in the case when the target chamber was filled with84Kr. The function

N~ t !5N1e2t/t11N2e2t/t21N3e2t/t31B

was fit to the experimental data. Heret i is the lifetime of a negative muon in the 1S state,
the indices 1, 2, and 3 refer to84Kr ( 136Xe!, aluminum~used for the target chamber!, and
carbon~formed in the counters C2 and C3 and the windows in the vacuum jacket of th
cryostat!, respectively, andB is the background formed by random coincidences.

The data were analyzed by the least-squares method. The muon lifetimes in a
num and carbon were determined according to the data from Ref. 2:t(Al) 5864.0
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62.0 ns andt(C)52026.361.5 ns.~In a test experiment with an empty chamber w
obtained fort(Al) and t(C) values which were equal, to within the error limits, to tho
presented above.!

The following values were obtained as a result of the analysis:t(84Kr) 5139.2
62.9 ns andt(136Xe)5111.064.6 ns. The ratio of the contributions of the compone
(N1 :N2 :N3) was approximately the same in the case of84Kr and 136Xe filled targets and
was of the order of 1:1:1. The value ofB obtained by fitting the spectra was equal to t
constant background of random coincidences, determined as the average value o
histogram channels up to the physical zero of the converter, and equalled;0.15% of the
total contribution of the componentsN11N21N3.

Since a muon from the 1S state either decays or is captured by a nucleus, the m
lifetime measured in amSR experiment is determined by the sum of the rates of th
processest211Ld1Lc , whereLd is the rate of decay of a bound muon andlc is the
rate of its capture by a nucleus. The decay of a bound muon is somewhat supp
compared with the decay of a free muon,14 the suppression factor being equal to 0.95
krypton and 0.91 for xenon.14,2

Taking for the lifetime of a free negative muon the value for the lifetime ofm1,
equal to 2197.0360.04 ns,15 and taking account of the suppression factors prese
above, we have for the rates of capture of negative muons by nuclei:Lc(

84Kr) 56.75
60.15 ms21 andLc(

136Xe)58.660.4 ms21.

Theoretical calculations of the nuclear capture rate were performed in the im
approximation.1 The wave functions, excitation energies, and nuclear matrix elem
were obtained in the random-phase approximation. Separable residual nuclear in
tions with effective constants, the systematics of whose values were obtained by
paring the computed and experimentally obtained strength functions ofst6 transitions
for a wide group of nuclei from54Fe up to208Pb, were used here. The so-called rate ter
were not taken into account when calculating the amplitude of nuclear capture

FIG. 2. Spectrum of the temporal distribution ofm2→e2-decay electrons. The target chamber is filled w
solid 84Kr. The straight lines show the contributions of the individual components to the spectrum.
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binding energies of a muon in a muonic atom, on whose values the computed captu
strongly depends, were determined using the approximate Pustovalov formulas,16 which
take into account the finite size of the nucleus. The wave function of the muon ins
nucleus was assumed to be constant. The value of this constant was obtained by
polating the values calculated in Ref. 17. A more detailed description of the theor
model is given in Ref. 7.

Theoretical calculations of the rate of nuclear capture of negative muons were
formed for Kr isotopes with zero nuclear spin for two different values of the ratiogP /gA

of the pseudoscalar and axial-vector interaction constants~see Table I!.

As one can see from the table, a strong isotopic dependence of the rate of n
capture is expected. It is also obvious that the total rate of nuclear capture of mu
insensitive to the ratiogP /gA : A variation ofgP /gA by 25% changes the capture rate
only 3%.

In Fig. 3 the experimental data for84Kr and 136Xe are compared with the calcula
tions. The theoretical data for84Kr are presented forgP /gA58. The same figures show

TABLE I.

Isotope Capture rate,ms21

gP /gA58 gP /gA56

78Kr 8.9 9.2
80Kr 8.2 8.5
82Kr 7.5 7.8
84Kr 7.0 7.2
86Kr 6.4 6.6

FIG. 3. Rate of nuclear capture of negative muons in Kr and Xe versus the mass number of the isotopes —
calculation using the Goulard–Primakoff formula;h,j — results of the present work (h — calculation,j —
experiment!. The solid lines are drawn for clarity.
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the computational results with the Goulard–Primakoff formula.8 According to our calcu-
lations, the isotopic dependence of the rate of nuclear capture of muons is weake
that obtained with the Goulard-Primakoff formula. In the case of84Kr the experimental
value of Lc is closer to our calculations than to the calculations with the Gola
Primakoff formula, differing from the latter calculations by more than 3 standard de
tions. The present measurement also completely confirms the presence of minim
indicated in Ref. 2, in the dependence of the rate of nuclear capture of negative muo
Z near inert-gas atoms.

Measurements for other Kr and Xe isotopes and completion of the theoretica
culations for Xe will make it possible to perform a more detailed comparison of
theoretical and experimental results.

We are grateful to N. A. Rusakovich, V. B. Brudanin, and V. I. Komarov for th
consideration of this work and for encouragement. We also thank I. L. Chaplygin
assisting in the preparation of the experiment.
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Nonstatistical temperature fluctuations and displacement
of equilibrium

V. I. Gervidsa)

Moscow Engineering-Physics Institute (Technical University), 115409 Moscow, Russi

D. Kh. Morozov
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It is shown that an anomalously large displacement of equilibrium oc-
curs in systems with rapidly oscillating temperature. The thermody-
namic parameters of such a system differ substantially from the values
corresponding to constant temperature. The dynamics of the distribu-
tions of hydrogen ions and impurity helium and carbon ions over ion-
ization states in a hydrogen plasma and the dynamics of the intensity
distribution of the line radiation of impurity carbon in a hydrogen
plasma with oscillating temperature are calculated as an example. In
systems with fluctuating temperature, the effect in question could be
important in virtually all problems based on levelwise kinetics, for
example, the energy balance and spectral diagnostics of turbulent
plasma, the criterion of thermal stability, the dynamics of turbulent
plasma and gas jets, the conditions for amplifier and oscillator opera-
tion in the active media of electric-discharge gas lasers, and so on.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00405-8#

PACS numbers: 52.25.Kn, 52.25.Vy, 52.35.Ra

The peripheral tokamak plasma is, as a rule, strongly turbulent. The amplitude
oscillations reaches several tens of percent. Under these conditions the electron te
ture is also a rapidly oscillating function of time, which must affect the spectrum and
intensity of the radiation losses, the criteria of thermal stability, and number of o
plasma characteristics. As is shown below, temperature fluctuations lead to a
change in the average values of a number of thermodynamic parameters — a displace-
ment of equilibrium. Rough speaking, the qualitative explanation of the displaceme
equilibrium effect under the conditions of temperature fluctuations consists of the fo
ing. Near equilibrium — both thermodynamic and, for example, coronal — the rate
threshold and nonthreshold processes balance. If the rates of the threshold proces
proportional to exponentials of the form̂ns thr&}exp(2DE/kT), whereDE is the transi-
tion energy andT is the temperature, then the rates of nonthreshold processes c
described by relatively weak, most often power-law, functions of the temperature o
type ^nsnonthr&}T2m, m;1. In most casesDE/kT@1, whence it is obvious that a rela
3240021-3640/98/67(5)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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tively small fluctuational increase in temperature leads to an order of magnitude inc
in the rates of filling of the upper energy states, while their depopulation rate du
nonthreshold downward transitions remains virtually unchanged. As a result, the
balance and, correspondingly, equilibrium appear with upper-state populations th
higher than under constant temperature conditions, as is observed in analytical a
merical calculations whose results are described below. The situation described i
ized in its purest form in a coronal plasma withTe<1022 eV, for which the ratio
DEion /kT;5 –10, whereDEion is the ionization energy of the most representative ion
is assumed everywhere below that the particle velocity distribution is Maxwellian.
approach is used because of the fact that at the temperatures and densities chara
for a peripheral plasma a Maxwellian distribution is established in a time 1028–1027 s,
which is at least two orders of magnitude shorter than the temperature oscillation
The possible existence of non-Maxwellian particles in the system is not considered
present letter.

We performed analytical calculations of the effect on the basis of a model of
~hydrogen! and also three~impurity helium! states by the methods of perturbation theo
in the amplitude of the harmonic temperature oscillations of the formT5T01T1

3sinVt, T1!T0 . The basic analytical results reduce to the following. The respons
the populations of the states to temperature oscillations can be divided into two
constant and oscillatory. The oscillatory part of the response appears in an approxim
linear in the amplitude of the oscillations, while the constant part, i. e. the displace
of equilibrium, is a particularly nonlinear effect. For a sufficiently small ratio of
period of the oscillations to the relaxation time of the system, the linear part of
response is proportional to this ratio and is small. The leading term in the displacem
equilibrium does not depend on this ratio and it does not vanish as the frequency
oscillations approaches infinity. Thus, for sufficiently high frequencies the displace
of equilibrium is much larger than the amplitude of the population oscillations and
comes the main effect. The above-noted exponential temperature dependence of th
of the threshold processes has the effect that the series expansion in terms of the
tude of the oscillations becomes inapplicable even for very small amplitudes an
displacement of equilibrium is much larger than is predicted by perturbation theory

Numerical calculations performed for carbon impurity on the basis of the non
tionary coronal model1 simulate the experimentally observed spectrum of fluctuation
the peripheral plasma of the Macrotor tokamak2

Te5T0S 11a0(
k

ak sin~2pnkt1wk! D .

Here each harmonic corresponds to a well-expressed peak in the experimental spe
Nine harmonics with frequencies from 5 to 90 kHz are included. The ratios of
amplitudesak were taken to be equal to the ratios of the heights of the experime
peaks;wk are random numbers uniformly distributed from2p to p. As is well known,
the level of fluctuations in the peripheral plasma of a tokamak can reach 20–80%, s
a0 was set equal to 0.2, which corresponds toA^(DT)2&50.3.

The ionization and photorecombination rates were taken from Refs. 3 and 4, re
tively. The total line radiation losses, normalized to the electron and impurity dens
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were calculated according to the ‘‘coronal’’ formulas of the type given in Ref. 5, us
excitation cross sections given in Ref. 6 and oscillator strengths and transition energ
Refs. 7 and 8.

Figures 1 and 2 display the time dependences of the relative densities an
radiation intensities for an experimental spectra of oscillations approximated in the
given in Ref. 2 withne51013 cm23 ~the electron density determines mainly the rela
ation time!. The radiation losses are normalized to the losses in the stationary case,
the temperature is constant and equal to the time averag of the oscillating temperat
addition, this ratio is multiplied by 1/2 so that the corresponding curves would fit onto
same figure with relative densities. The relative ion densities corresponding to eq
rium ~stationary limit! at constant temperature, equal to the average value of the o
lating temperature, were taken as the initial conditions. Figure 1 corresponds t

FIG. 1. Time-dependence of the relative densities of different carbon ions and line radiation intens~in
relative units! for average temperatureTe510 eV. The numbers on the curves are the ion charge. The curv
the line radiation intensity is marked with the letter R. The densities of ions with charges 0, 1, 2, 5, and
so small that the corresponding curves are indistinguishable from the horizontal axis.

FIG. 2. Same as in Fig. 1 for an average temperatureTe530 eV. The relative density of the heliumlike ions
very close to 1.
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average temperatureTe510 eV. The most representative ions are ions with charges
and 4. The relative densities of all other ions are so low that on the scale chosen th
on the horizontal axis. It is clearly seen how the relative densities and the intensity
radiation deviate from these values as result of temperature fluctuations.

The curves in Fig. 2 correspond toTe530 eV. The most representative ions in th
case are lithiumlike and heliumlike carbon ions, the average densities being 99.8% f
virtually nonradiating heliumlike ions and 0.13% for the lithiumlike ions responsible
the radiation. The quantities of all other ions are negligible. The oscillations of
radiation are due to the oscillations of the density of lithiumlike ions. In the present
an intermediate situation occurs: The relaxation time of the density of the most repr
tative, heliumlike ion is long compared with the characteristic time of the tempera
oscillations. The relaxation time of the density~together with the intensity of the line
radiation also! of the most strongly radiating lithiumlike ion is comparable to the ch
acteristic time of the temperature oscillations. As a result, the oscillations of the de
of the C13 ion ~and together with it, the intensity of the line radiation! follow the
temperature oscillations virtually adiabatically; in addition, as one can see from
figure, the absolute amplitude of the density oscillations is small, whereas the re
magnitude of the radiation intensity oscillations is by no means small. Our nume
calculations for higher temperatures~50–1000 eV! give results that are similar to thos
shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

We note that in all cases presented above the displacement of equilibrium is
larger than expected according to the perturbation theory, since at the amplitude c
for the temperature oscillations the exponential ionization coefficients cannot be
panded in a series.

The time-averaged total radiation losses for carbon are presented in Fig. 3
radiation losses for constant temperature, which are virtually identical to the resu
earlier calculations,9,10 are also shown for comparison. ForTe near 10 eV 30% tempera
ture oscillations can lead to a factor of 1.5 increase in the radiation losses. At tem
tures corresponding to the second radiation maximum~Fig. 3! the temperature derivative
of the line radiation intensity, which determines the stability boundary of the radia
and the radiation-condensation modes, varies even more strongly.11

So, we see that nonthermal temperature fluctuations can substantially alter the

FIG. 3. Time-averaged carbon line radiation intensity near the second peak. Solid line — for a co
temperature; points — for an oscillating temperature with the same average value.
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librium ~in the stationary limit! values of the time-averaged thermodynamic parame
of the system. Specifically, if the characteristic time of the temperature oscillatio
much shorter than the relaxation time of the system, then in the stationary limi
displacement of the time-averaged parameters of the system is much larger th
amplitude of their oscillations. This effect was demonstrated analytically and numer
for the example of ionization equilibrium and radiation of impurities in a coronal plas
The effect is important in virtually any system with nonstatistical temperature fluc
tions.

a!e-mail: gervids@glasnet.ru
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Polarization of the high harmonics of radiation in a laser
plasma

V. P. Silin
P. N. Lebedev Physical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117924 Moscow, Ru

~Submitted 14 January 1998; resubmitted 30 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 5, 313–316~10 March 1998!

The polarization of the high harmonics generated in plasmas by the
bremsstrahlung of electrons oscillating under the influence of high-
power plasma-heating electromagnetic radiation is described on the ba-
sis of a simple model of a cold plasma. It is shown that when the
polarization of the heating radiation differs from plane polarization by
a small but finite amount, the high harmonics are generated with almost
perpendicular polarization, and the degree of circular polarization of
the harmonics increases with the number of the harmonic. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00505-2#

PACS numbers: 52.50.Jm, 42.65.Ky

In recent years marked attention has been directed in both experimental~see, e.g.,
Refs. 2 and 3! and theoretical~see Ref. 4 and 5! investigations toward the generation
high odd-harmonic radiation in plasma owing to the bremsstrahlung of electrons
lating in the pump field, a phenomenon predicted in 1964.1 The specific reason for this i
that the switch to short laser pulses made it possible to produce comparatively
conditions under which the energy of electron oscillations in the field of the hea
radiation is much higher than the random electron energy. In the present letter the
tative properties of the generation of high harmonics of the plasma heating radiatio
are due to the polarization of this radiation are determined theoretically for such c
tions.

We shall assume that the radiation heating the plasma is elliptically polarize
that E5(Ex ,Ey,0), whereEx5Eex cosvt andEy52Eey sinvt. Hereex

21ey
251 and,

for simplicity, it is assumed thatex>ey>0. Correspondingly, the Stokes paramete
characterizing the polarization6 have the formj150, j2522exey5A, andj35ex

22ey
2

[r2, whereA is the degree of circular polarization. An electron in such an electric fi
oscillates with velocity uE5(uEx ,uEy,0), where uEx5vEex sinvt and uEy5vEey

3cosvt. HerevE5eE/mv characterizes the magnitude of the oscillatory velocity,e is
the electron charge, andm is the electron mass. The frequency of the plasma hea
radiation is assumed to be much higher than the effective electron–ion collision
quency in the high-power radiation field (mvE

2@kBT):1,3,4,7 n(E)
58A2pZe4neLm22uvEu23. HereZ5( iei

2ni /e2ne , ei is the ion charge,ne andni are
the electron and ion number densities, and the summation extends over all types o

In contrast to Ref. 1, we shall employ the simplified approach of Ref. 4, whic
3290021-3640/98/67(5)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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based on the application of the Landau electron–ion collision integral neglecting
orders of the electron–ion mass ratio. The logarithmic accuracy of the Landau app
will require indicating below the field dependence of the Coulomb logarithm.

Following the approach of Ref. 1 and in accordance with Ref. 4, we multiply
kinetic equation and the electron velocity vector by the electron charge and integrate
velocity space, thereby obtaining for the collision-induced perturbationd j of the electric
current density

]d j

]t
52

4pe4ZneLe

m2 E dv
v

v3
F~v2uE~ t !!52enen~E!uE~ t !U vE

A2uE~ t !
U3

. ~1!

Here the electron distribution functionF(u)5ned(u) was used, completely neglectin
the disordered electron motion. The desired description of the generation of rad
harmonics is obtained by using the Fourier expansion~cf. Ref. 7!

U vE

A2uE~ t !
U3

5
1

~12r2 cos 2vt !3/2
5A0

~3/2!~r2!12(
l 51

`

Al
~3/2!~r2!cos 2lvt. ~2!

Applying the Fourier expansion, well known in potential theory, to the solutions of
Laplace equation, according to Ref. 8~Eq. 3.10.5 on p. 167 of the Russian edition! or
Ref. 9 ~Eq. ~155! on Russian p. 271!, we have

Al
~3/2!~r2!5

1

uAu3/2
P1/2

l S 1

uAu DG~3/22 l !

G~3/2!
, ~3!

whereG(z) is the Euler function andPn
l (z) are the generalized spherical functions

Legendre functions.

Substituting expression~2! into Eq. ~1! gives immediately

]d j x

]t
52exE

vLe
2

4p (
l 50

`
n~E,l !

v
sin@~2l 11!vt#@Al

~3/2!2Al 11
~3/2!#, ~4!

]d j y

]t
52eyE

vLe
2

4p (
l 50

`
n~E,l !

v
cos@~2l 11!vt#@Al

~3/2!1Al 11
~3/2!#, ~5!

wherevLe5A4pe2ne /m is the electronic plasma frequency. From Eqs.~4! and ~5! it
follows, specifically, that the harmonic radiation field, like that of the heating radiatio
completely elliptically polarized.

Let us examine the dependence of the collision frequencyn(E,l ), which we have
introduced heuristically, on the number (2l 11) of the odd harmonic. Here it should b
recalled that the Coulomb logarithmL5 ln(rmax/r min) is determined by the ratio of the
maximum and minimum impact parameters which delimit the region of applicabilit
the Landau logarithmic approximation. In a high-frequency field the maximum im
parameter is determined by the ratio of the electron velocity to the frequency~in our case
the harmonic frequency!. In the case of a weak field this was established in Refs. 10
11, where the velocity was the thermal velocity. In the high-field limitr max.uvEu/(2l
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11)v. The minimum impact parameter is determined by the larger of the two va
r min,cl5Ze2/mvE

2 and r min,q5\/muvEu. In a sufficiently strong heating field, such th
\uvEu.Ze2, the latter~quantum! case is realized. Therefore

L5 ln
mvE

2

\v~2l 11!
, uvEu.

Ze2

\
or L5 ln

muvEu3

Ze2v~2l 11!
, uvEu,

Ze2

\
. ~6!

The fact that the Coulomb logarithm decreases for large values ofl may be one one of the
reasons why the series~4! and ~5! essentially terminate.

Let us now discuss the polarization properties of the high harmonics generated
plasma, corresponding to the consequences of Eqs.~5! and~6!. In the first place, we note
that forr250, when the radiation is circularly polarized in accordance with Ref. 1, th
are no harmonics. As follows from the properties of the Legendre functions, the nu
of harmonics is increasingly greater the closer the polarization is to plane polariz
Therefore we shall assume thatey

2!ex
2 or, equivalently,

A2!1. ~7!

In this case, using the well-known asymptotic expansion of the Legendre functions~see,
e.g., Ref. 9, Russian p. 204! we have

Al
~3/2!~r2!5

23/2

pA2H 12
l 2A2

4 F lnS 4

l 2A2D 22C11G J ,

whereC50.577 . . . is theEuler number. Then we obtain for the Fourier coefficients
Eqs.~4! and ~5!

ex@Al
~3/2!2Al 11

~3/2!#.
21/2

p
l F lnS 4

A2l 2D 22CG , ~8!

ey@Al
~3/2!1Al 11

~3/2!#.
23/2

puAu
. ~9!

Here the fact thatA>2ey has been taken into account. The asymptotic formulas~8! and
~9! hold only whenA2l 2!1. When the last condition is violated~but relation~8! holds!
we have

Al
~3/2!~r2!>2A l

puAu3
exp~2 l uAu!. ~10!

This means that if the Coulomb logarithm~6! does not terminate the Fourier series~4!
and ~5!, then the number of harmonics terminates atl;uAu21.

A remarkable property of Eqs.~8! and~9! is that when the plasma heating radiatio
is polarized almost along thex axis, the field of the high harmonics which are genera
is polarized almost along they axis on account of the conditionA2l 2!1. It is easy to
conclude on the basis of Eqs.~4!, ~5!, ~8!, and~9! that the degree of circular polarizatio
A( l ) of the high (2l 11)-th harmonic increases with the harmonic number as
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uA~ l !u5 l uAu F lnS 4

A2l 2D 22CG . ~11!

The degree of maximum plane polarizationL ( l )5A12uA( l )u2 decreases accordingly. Th
polarization property established here for the high harmonics contrasts sharply wi
oft-repeated result of Ref. 1 that in the case of plane-polarized heating radiation the
harmonics have exactly the same plane polarization. The obvious contradiction a
with such a comparison is due to the fact that the polarization law established i
present letter was derived in complete neglect of the thermal motion of the electro
this connection it should be noted that in Ref. 7 it is shown that the thermal motion i
case of a strong radiation field (vE

2@vT
25kBT/m) can be neglected only if

12r45A2@vT
2/vE

2 .

However, if the degreeuAu of circular polarization is so small that the opposite inequa
holds, then, according to Ref. 1, when the thermal motion is taken into account ex
sion ~8! is replaced byl ln(uvEu/vTl), while instead of Eq.~9! we have;A(vE

2/vT
2), which

gives the plane-polarized radiation limit (A50) of Ref. 1~cf. also Ref. 4!.

We note here that according to Eqs.~4! and~5! the polarization anomaly also occu
for the fundamental harmonic, determining the inverse bremsstrahlung absorption
plasma. The anomalousy component is absorbed more efficiently, as a result of wh
the degree of circular polarizationA of the heating radiation decreases. The law desc
ing such behavior under the condition~7!, as follows from Eqs.~4! and~5! using Eqs.~8!
and ~9!, has the form (A2/64)@ ln(64/A2)11#2(1/4)lnuvE /vTu5 const.

Finally, it should be noted that the results of the present analysis in the case of
intense radiation can be carried over to the model of bremsstrahlung of an atomic el
in a high field. This is easy to see by comparing the plasma model of Ref. 1 with at
model of Ref. 12 of the generation of high harmonics.

In summary, in this paper the polarization of high harmonics in a plane alm
perpendicular to the pump polarization has been described theoretically in a simple
of a cold plasma, corresponding to the case where the electron thermal energy is
less than the energy of the electron oscillations in the field of nearly plane-pola
heating radiation. The law of variation of the degree of circular polarization with incr
ing harmonic number was established. It was shown for the fundamental harmoni
the polarization exhibits nonlinear variation upon absorption of the plasma-heating r
tion. This phenomenon is similar to one established in Ref. 7, viz., the polariz
anomaly of the low-frequency conductivity of a plasma heated by inverse bremsstra
absorption.

This work was supported by the Council on Grants of the President of the Ru
Federation and on Government Support of the Leading Scientific Schools~Project 96-15-
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Fractal clusters and self-propagating high-temperature
synthesis in thin Al/Ge films

V. G. Myagkov and L. E. Bykova
L. V. Kirenski� Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scienc
660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia

~Submitted 12 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 5, 317–321~10 March 1998!

Fractal clusters in amorphous thin films are examples of growth mod-
els. The main models are the Witten–Sander model and its modifica-
tions. It is believed that fractal patterns are formed in the course of the
crystallization of an amorphous phase. It is shown that self-propagating
high-temperature synthesis can be initiated in an Al/Ge film system and
fractal patterns are formed in the reaction products. It is conjectured
that the transition of an amorphous phase to a crystalline phase does not
play a substantial role in the appearance of such patterns, while the
formation of fractal clusters is determined by self-propagating high-
temperature synthesis. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00605-7#

PACS numbers: 81.20.Ev, 81.20.Ka, 81.15.Tv, 61.43.Hv

Fractal clusters often arise in amorphous films after thermal influences
acted.1–9 It is believed that the amorphous structure plays an important role in the
mation of fractal patterns, where fractal clusters form during a phase transition fro
amorphous to a crystalline phase. The most closely studied system in which f
clusters form is Al–Ge. Two research groups are investigating the formation of fr
patterns in this system. The first group3,4 is studying the formation of fractal clusters i
Ge/Au and Al/Ge bilayer film systems obtained by annealing. The second group5–9 ob-
tains film samples by simultaneous deposition from two sources. The structure of
films consists of aluminum microcrystallites embedded in an amorphous matrix. Afte
samples are heated, clusters with a dense branching morphology~DBM! with fractal
dimensiondf52 form. Clusters with a DBM, which occur widely in real systems, ha
been observed during the crystallization of Al–Ge thin films.9 For all samples, clusters
form in the temperature range 470–500 K. Different growth models have been pro
to explain the nucleation of clusters with fractal morphology in the Al–Ge system.
first group is developing a random nucleation model. The second group is employ
its investigations a combined model consisting of the Eden model and a diffusion-lim
aggregation~Witten–Sander! model. Both groups believe that diffusion between alum
num and germanium proceeds in the solid phase.

A large number of materials and compounds has been obtained by self-propa
high-temperature synthesis~SHS! based on powders. The compounds GeAl2 and Ge5Al2
3340021-3640/98/67(5)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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have also been synthesized by this method. This reaction is weakly exothermi
therefore requires preheating.10

The present letter is devoted to SHS in Al/Ge thin films. It is concluded that S
which occurs between layers of aluminum and germanium particles, is the gove
process leading to the formation of fractal patterns in bilayer films and in films wi
dispersed structure. The specific nature and kinetics of SHS in bilayer thin film
described in Ref. 11, where it is shown that the autowave mechanism of SHS in thin
is similar to the process of explosive crystallization. If a bilayer film system is place
a uniform temperature field, then above the initiation temperatureT0 a nucleus of reac-
tion products forms on the film surface and propagates along the surface of the sam
a self-maintaining mechanism. Since the formation enthalpy of the reaction produ
much higher than the latent heat of the amorphous-to-crystalline phase transitio
temperature at the SHS front is much higher than the temperature of the front in the
of explosive crystallization.

A method of preparing Al/Ge film condensates and a method of initiating SH
them are described in Ref. 11. Film samples were obtained by successive depositio
layer of germanium followed by a layer of aluminum on glass or mica substrat
310 mm in size and 0.2 mm thick. To crystallize the germanium layer after it is de
ited, some samples were annealed for 10 min at 450 °C. This temperature is highe
the crystallization temperature of germanium.12 Next, a layer of aluminum was deposite
on top at a temperature of 50 °C. Al/Ge samples with different layer thicknesses bu
a total film thickness of 100–250 nm were used in the experiments.

The samples obtained were placed in a tungsten heater and heated at a rate
than 1 K/s up to the temperatureT0 at which a reaction started~Fig. 1b!. The initiation
temperature was in the range 430–500 K. Near the temperatureT0 the velocityVf of the
front was of the order of~0.2–0.3)31022 m/s and increased strongly with temperatu
The temperatureT0 did not depend on the ratio of the layer thicknesses and the total
thickness, but it did depend on the heating rate and the condensate deposition con
The SHS process on Al/Ge film samples is similar to the SHS process observed ear
Al/Ni, Al/Co, and Al/Fe films.11 After the SHS wave, a second front passed along
reacted sample. The process started at the film edges and propagated toward film
The velocity of the second front at temperatureT0 was of the order of 0.1 mm/s an
increased rapidly with decreasing temperature. In Ref. 11 the temperature of the
front was estimated to be higher than the melting temperature of aluminumTM(Al)
5943 K. For different powder-based systems the SHS temperature does not fall
1300 K.10 For this reason, it is surmised that the temperature of the SHS front in
Al/Ge system should also be higher thanTM(Al). Hence it follows that a liquid region,
consisting of aluminum and reaction products, exists on the surface of the film. A
matic explanation of this region is given in Fig. 1c.

The surface of the sample is divided conventionally into three parts with diffe
microstructure: the initial part of the sample, the heating zone, and the region of rea
products. Figure 1a shows the microstructure of all three regions. The initial part o
sample has the uniform microstructure of an ordinary aluminum film. Pores 2–8mm in
size appear in the heating zone. Analysis shows that these pores appear in the germ
film and become filled with aluminum~Fig. 1!. The microstructure of the reacted sampl
is diverse and very sensitive to the experimental conditions. For slow heating rah
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;1 K/s up to the initiation temperature and slow cooling the same fractal cluste
those obtained by the first group4 and the same cluster DBM as that obtained by
second group arise.6–9 For high rates of heatingh@1 K/s the fractal patterns vanish an
a labyrinthine structure appears. The condition of heat removal into the substrate
plays an important role in the formation of the film microstructure. Thus, the sample
whose substrate a germanium layer followed by an aluminum layer were deposited
a uniform microstructure similar to that of the initial film. The experiments show that
crystalline or amorphous state of the germanium film does not influence the kinetic

FIG. 1. SHS in an Al~100 nm!/Ge~120 nm! thin-film system. a! Microstructures of the initial sample, the
heating zone, and the products of SHS. Only fractal and DBM clusters are shown in the microstructures
reaction products. b! Photograph of the SHS wave dividing the sample into the initial part, the heating zone
the reaction products. c! Schematic representation of the temperature front of SHS, elucidating the appea
of a liquid region after passage of the combustion wave.
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basic parameters of SHS~initiation temperature, front velocity, microstructure of th
reaction products!.

This is all based on the following mechanism of SHS in Al/Ge thin films. T
temperature of the SHS front is higher thanTM(Al). The temperature of the reactio
products is higher than the temperatureTE of the eutectic~Fig. 1c!. The formation of
pores in the heating zone greatly increases the active contact area between Al a
Intense interlayer diffusion occurs on the SHS front when the temperature of the fr
higher than the melting temperature of Al,Tf.TM(Al) 5933 K. The temperature of the
reaction products is also higher than that of the eutecticTE5698 K. After passage of the
SHS wave and after thermal relaxation at a temperature equal toTE , eutectic crystalli-
zation occurs, which gives rise to a second front.13 This suggests that fractal pattern
form from a liquid phase. This does not correspond to the results of Refs. 3–9, wh
solid-phase mechanism of fractal cluster formation is studied. The system Al–Ge
simple eutectic system with a complicated regular microstructure.13 The initiation tem-
perature of SHS in Al/Ge films in our experiments is equal to the temperature at w
fractal clusters appear both in bilayer Ge/Al films4 and in films obtained by simultaneou
deposition.5–9 This suggests that the fractal clusters studied in these works arise
SHS.

The phase composition before and after the SHS reaction was determined by
crystallographic analysis. Figure 2 shows the diffraction pattern of the initial Al~100
nm!/Ge~120 nm! film with a crystalline layer of germanium and the diffraction pattern
the reacted sample. The diffraction patterns show that the initial Al and Ge layers
polycrystalline. After SHS strong diffraction reflections from germanium and alumin
corresponding to an increase in grain size, appear and new reflections, which c
interpreted as the appearance of a metastable AlGe phase in the reaction products,14

The results obtained for films differ from the data obtained for powders,10 and they
confirm the conclusion drawn in the present work that phase separation is observe
eutectic solidification.

On this basis, the initiation of SHS and the formation of fractal patterns in
reaction products should also be expected to occur in other film systems where fr
have been observed.1,2

FIG. 2. Diffraction patterns of Al~100 nm!/Ge~120 nm! thin-film samples before~1! and after~2! passage of a
SHS wave.
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This work pursues two objectives. The first one is to show that SHS can pl
determining role in the formation of fractal patterns. The second one is to stud
mechanisms leading to the formation of fractal clusters and to improve the understa
of the micromechanisms of SHS.
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Magnetic ordering of Dy in NiFe–Dy bilayer films

I. S. Édel’man,a) A. E. Khudyakov, V. N. Zabluda, V. V. Markov,
and O. B. Romanova
L. V. Kirenski� Institute of Physics, Siberian Branch of the Russian Academy of Scienc
660036 Krasnoyarsk, Russia

~Submitted 14 January 1998!
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The first results of measurements of the temperature and spectral de-
pendences of the circular magnetic dichroism in NiFe–Dy bilayer films
are reported. These results show that even at room temperature Dy in
such systems is ordered ferromagnetically to a large depth (;600 Å!.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00705-1#

PACS numbers: 75.70.Cn, 78.66.Bz

In the last few years much attention has been devoted to the problems of the
netic ordering of layered systems, including layers of rare-earth metals~REMs!. Many
authors note that in very thin layers of REMs spin polarization or magnetic orde
exists as a result of the interaction with layers of transition metals~TMs!. In Ref. 1 it is
asserted that in Fe/REM multilayer films with layer thicknesses of 40 Å and 10–3
respectively, the REM layers are ordered at room temperature either ferromagne
~Pr, Nd! or antiferromagnetically~Dy, Tb!. Similar conjectures were made in Ref. 2
order to explain the magnetic properties of thin Fe films coated with a 14 Å thick lay
Tb. In Ref. 3 it was observed directly that at room temperature Dy makes an appre
contribution to the total magnetization in Fe/Dy multilayers with a 12 Å thick Dy lay

While studying the temperature and spectral dependences of the circular ma
dichroism ~CMD! in bilayer NiFe–Dy films, we discovered that right up to Dy lay
thicknesses;600 Å the contribution of Dy to the CMD of a bilayer film at room
temperature corresponds in magnitude to the CMD in a single-layer Dy film of the s
thickness but measured at a temperature below the temperature of the transition
into a ferromagnetic state (Tc585 K!.

We report in the present letter the results of an investigation of the CMD
NiFe–Dy bilayer films as a function of the thickness of the Dy layers.

The samples were prepared by thermal deposition in an ultrahigh vacuum; vac
melted Ni80Fe20 and DiM1-grade Dy were deposited at a rate of 0.05 Å/s and 2
respectively, on a glass substrate~optical quality, polished, and 0.8 mm thick! at tem-
perature 250 °C. Three samples were obtained in a single cycle by means of s
shutters: Dy, NiFe, and Dy–NiFe, or NiFe–Dy. The layer thicknesses were;50 Å for
NiFe and 50 to 900 Å for Dy.

To measure the CMD the polarization state of the light was modulated by
method described in Ref. 4 in the spectral interval from 350 to 650 nm, in the temper
3390021-3640/98/67(5)/4/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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interval from 300 to 80 K, and in a 3.5 kOe magnetic field applied in a direction per
dicular to the plane of the samples. Cooling was done in a flow-through cryostat
nitrogen stream and the temperature was regulated with a PIT-3 precision isod
temperature regulator.

Figure 1 show the spectral dependences of the CMD for single-layer Dy and
films ~curves1 and2!, obtained atT580 K andT5300 K, respectively. We note that th
CMD of these materials has never been measured before. One can see that for
lengthsl.400 nm the CMD in Dy and NiFe has different signs and the curves p
through a maximum at;525 nm for Dy and;550 nm for NiFe. The CMD of Dy passe
through zero atl;400 nm and then has the same sign as CMD in NiFe. As tempera
increases, the CMD of Dy decreases for all wavelengths similarly to curve1 in Fig. 2 for
l5525 nm. Curves3 and4 in Fig. 1 correspond to CMD in NiFe–Dy bilayer films a
T580 K andT5300 K, respectively. One can see that the dysprosium spectra at
temperature and at a temperature belowTc are virtually identical, and the magnitude o
the CMD of the bilayer film is close to the sum of the CMD in unilayer Dy and N
films.

Figure 2 shows the temperature dependences of the CMD for NiFe, Dy,
NiFe–Dy bilayer films. The CMD of Dy~curve1! varies very strongly with temperature
Here one can see that the temperature variation of the CMD has a somewhat sm
form than the published temperature dependence of the magnetization of bul
samples~see, for example, Ref. 5!. This is apparently explained by the difference in t
properties of a polycrystalline film and bulk Dy single crystals. As expected, the CM
NiFe ~curve2! remains approximately constant in this interval. Curve3 shows the tem-
perature variation of the CMD in two isolated Dy and NiFe films (;600 Å and;50 Å
thick, respectively! combined together. One can see that the CMD in this case depen
the temperature, while the CMD~curve4! for a bilayer film with Dy thickness;600 Å
and NiFe thickness;50 Å remains constant as temperature varies. The 600 Å thick
layer ~curve 4! at room temperature makes a contribution to the CMD that is appr

FIG. 1. Dispersion curves of CMD for the samples:1! Dy, d5805 Å, T580 K; 2! NiFe, d553 Å, T5300 K;
3,4! NiFe–Dy,dNiFe553 Å, dDy5805 Å, t580 K and 300 K, respectively, in a fieldH53.5 kOe.
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mately equal to the CMD of Dy atT,Tc . For the case when the Dy thickness in
bilayer film equals 900 Å, the picture is more complicated~curve5!. The contribution of
Dy to the CMD at high temperatures is higher than in the first case, and it increase
decreasing temperature. Comparing the curves2, 4, and 5, the Dy layer making a
temperature-independent contribution to the CMD can be estimated to be roughly;700
Å thick.

The behavior of the Dy–NiFe samples is similar to that described above.

One can offer different explanations of the observed spectral and temperatu
pendences of the CMD in bilayer films: formation of a new magnetically ordered c
pound as a result of atomic diffusion, ordering of Dy under the influence of NiFe, an
unusually strong effect of the interface. The effect of the interface can be immed
excluded on the basis of the temperature dependences presented. The formation o
compound over the entire depth of the Dy layer is also unlikely — it is difficult
imagine a mechanism of uniform diffusion of NiFe to a depth exceeding 600 Å wi
;50 Å thick NiFe layer. Nevertheless, oxidation of the Dy in bilayer films to Dy2O3,
which is not magnetooptically active, was performed to check the likelihood of
mechanism. Besides NiFe–Dy, Dy and NiFe films were also subjected to heat trea
at the same time. Heat treatment had virtually no effect on the CMD in the NiFe
while the CMD in Dy decreased to the noise level~Dy is a chemically much more activ
metal than NiFe!. The magnitude of the CMD of the bilayer film was restored to val
characteristic for NiFe. If the small disordering at the interface is taken into accoun
estimated to be approximately 15 Å, then the curves for NiFe and oxidized NiFe
become completely identical. From this it may be concluded that in a bilayer film
stantial quantities of material are not transferred from the TM layer into the REM la

The ordering of the Dy layer could also be due to spin polarization of the condu
electrons,6 which plays an important role, for example, in the formation of the mag
toresistance at magnetic metal–insulator–magnetic metal junctions.7 However, atomic

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of CMD for the samples:1! Dy, d5625 Å;2! NiFe,d567 Å; 3! NiFe 1 Dy,
dNiFe567 Å, dDy5625 Å; 4! NiFe–Dy, dNiFe567 Å, dDy5625 Å; 5! NiFe–Dy, dNiFe545 Å, dDy5960 Å;
wavelength — 525 nm.
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microdiffusion cannot be rule out. It has virtually no effect on the properties of a
layer, while in a REM layer it produces a low concentration of Fe and Ni atoms, w
can influence the magnetic properties of this layer. For example, in Ref. 8 it was s
that small admixtures~0.03–0.06%! of iron change the paramagnetic Curie point
scandium by hundreds of degrees. Experiments designed to clarify the mechanism
ordering are in progress.

a!e-mail: ise@iph.krasnoyarsk.su
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On hydrogen localization in the b8 phase of VO 0.2

S. I. Morozov
Physics and Power Engineering Institute State Science Center of the Russian Federa
Obninsk, Russia

~Submitted 15 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 5, 326–328~10 March 1998!

The results of an investigation of the dynamics of hydrogen atoms in
the body-centered tetragonal lattice of the interstitialb8 phase of
vanadium–oxygen by the method of inelastic scattering of slow neu-
trons are reported. It is concluded on the basis of an analysis of the
structure of the alloy investigated that hydrogen in the lattice is local-
ized in tetrahedral interstices with the point symmetry of an almost
ideal tetrahedron. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!00805-6#

PACS numbers: 61.72.Ji, 61.72.Ss, 61.12.Ex, 63.20.Dj

From the standpoint of the dynamics of hydrogen in transition metals the sy
V–H is special. The position of localization of hydrogen in the vanadium lattice
change depending on the temperature or concentration,1–3 applied external pressure,4 or
the presence of interstitial impurities.5 However, the results obtained by different met
ods of investigation show a discrepancy in some cases. For example, according
data obtained by the method of channeling of fast ions5 the presence of oxygen in th
vanadium lattice causes the hydrogen atoms to move from tetrahedral positions~TPs! into
octahedral positions~OPs!. At the same time, our investigations by the method of inel
tic scattering of slow neutrons~INS! by VO0.02H0.02 samples at room temperature show
that, just as in VH0.02, most hydrogen atoms are localized in TPs.6

The objective of the present work was to trace by the INS method the effe
oxygen at high oxygen concentrations, where an oxygen-ordered structure of thb8
phase of V–O is formed, on the dynamics and position of hydrogen localization in
host lattice. To this end, samples of the alloys VO0.2 and VO0.2H0.05 were prepared and
measurements of the INS spectra were performed on a DIN2-PI spectrometer.7

The VO0.2 sample was prepared by remelting appropriate quantities of pure v
dium and V2O5. The alloy with this composition possesses the structure of an oxy
ordered tetragonal body-centeredb8 phase~see Ref. 8!. The sample was divided into two
parts, one of which was saturated with hydrogen from the gas phase up to the rati
5 0.05. The measurements were performed on samples with and without hydrog
room temperature and incident neutron energyE058 meV. Processes with annihilatio
of phonons were detected in the range of scattering angles 70° –135°. A partial spe
of the vibrational frequencies of hydrogen atoms in the range 3–140 meV was obt
in the incoherent approximation from the difference of the INS spectra of VO0.2H0.05 and
VO0.2. The result is displayed in Fig. 1.
3430021-3640/98/67(5)/3/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Since interstitial atoms interact mainly with the nearest-neighbor metal atoms
structure of the local vibrations~LVs! should be directly related with the symmetry of th
interstitial position occupied by the interstitial atom. As one can see from Fig. 1
spectrum consists of a principal feature at«586 meV and a small feature at«1528 meV.
The latter feature is due to the band modes of the hydrogen atoms in the VO0.2 lattice.
The fine lines in Fig. 1 show the peaks identified in the spectrum by a best fit of Gau
curves to the experimental data.

The feature at«4'120 meV is probably due to the fact that some hydrogen ato
occupy TPs which are least distorted by the presence of oxygen atoms in the l
Indeed, the energy of the low-frequency mode of the vibrational spectrum of hydrog
TPs of thea phase of VHx is of the order of 120 meV.1,2 Most hydrogen atoms~about
75%! in the VO0.2 lattice occupy positions with a different symmetry. An estimate of
relative intensity of the«586 meV feature in the INS spectrum of the alloy VO0.2H0.05

shows that this peak probably corresponds to a triply degenerate~or weakly split by«2

'80 meV and«3'100 meV, see Fig. 1! vibrational level of the hydrogen atoms.

Such a structure is characteristic for the vibrational spectrum of light inters
impurities in the fcc or ideal hcp lattice of the host atoms, where theT andO positions
haveTd andOh point symmetry, respectively, while such a low vibrational energy of
H atoms is usually interpreted as evidence of octahedral coordination of hydroge9,10

However, the energy of the low-frequency mode of the vibrational spectrum of hydr
in the OPs of the lattice of theb phase of V–H equals 56 meV,1,3 which is 30 meV lower

FIG. 1. Vibrational spectrum of hydrogen atoms in the interstitialb8 phase of VO0.2H0.05. The peaks shown by
the fine lines were extracted from the spectrum by fitting Gaussian curves to the experimental data. Th
solid line shows the total result of the description. The positions of the features marked by arrows are g
meV. The horizontal bars show the half-width of the resolution function of the spectrometer.
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than the energy of the observed feature. For this reason, the vibrational mode w«
586 meV cannot be attributed to hydrogen localized in OPs.

To explain the results obtained it is necessary to examine more closely the stru
of the interstitialb8 phase of the V–O system. This phase consists of an oxygen-ord
body-centered tetragonal~BCT! superstructure 4V16O3 (c/a51.1), in which the metal-
atom sublattice consists of 43432 BCT cells~space groupI4/mmm). This interstitial
phase has been investigated in detail in Ref. 8. The character of the regular displace
of the vanadium atoms in the 16~m! positions in the 4V16O3 superstructure, caused by th
ordered arrangement of the oxygen atoms, is such that octahedral interstices wOh

symmetry~or weak tetragonal distortion! which are available to hydrogen do not form
it. At the same time, because the vanadium atoms are displaced along thez axis by d
'0.54 Å some tetrahedral voids in this lattice, specifically, the 16~n! positions~see Ref.
11! with x51/8 andz51/81d/2, are appreciably larger in size than the TPs in p
vanadium and they possess the symmetry of an almost ideal tetrahedron. If the
occupied by light interstitial atoms, the spectrum of local vibrations should be e
degenerate or weakly split. Therefore we arrive at the conclusion that the character
local displacements of the vanadium atoms changes at a transition from thea to theb
phase of V–O. Ordering of oxygen in theb8phase results in regular displacements o
definite fraction of vanadium atoms. In the process, interstices withTd local symmetry,
which are most favorable for hydrogen atoms, are formed near the oxygen atoms
result could also be important for interpreting the results of investigations of the v
tional spectrum of hydrogen in other ternary systems, for example, Ta–N–H and
V–N–H, where the energy of the triply degenerate localized vibrations of the hydro
atoms is«'110 meV.12

This work was supported by the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research, P
95-02-04675-a, and the Russian State Program ‘‘Topical Problems in Condensed
Physics’’ in the subfield ‘‘Neutron Investigations of Matter.’’
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New line of thermodynamic phase transitions on the x –T
diagram of a dilute Heisenberg system with short-
range interactions Li 0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4

N. N. Efimova
Kharkov State University, 310077 Kharkov, Ukraine

~Submitted 19 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 5, 329–333~10 March 1998!

It is established on the basis of an investigation of the temperature
dependences of the saturation magnetizationsS(T) and the magnetic
contribution to the specific heatCm(T) that in the reentrant region of
thex–T diagram (0.9<x<1.5) of dilute iron spinels Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4

there exists between the line of Curie pointsTC(x) and the line of
freezing temperaturesTf(x) another line of first-order phase transitions
T1(x) to a noncollinear ferrimagnetic phase:TC(x)<T1(x)<Tf(x).
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!00905-0#

PACS numbers: 75.40.Cx, 75.30.Et, 75.50.Lk, 64.70.Kb

According to current concepts, thex–T phase diagram of Heisenberg systems w
competing exchange contains two types of disordered states, specifically, a spin
~SG! state and a mixed~FSG! state which precedes the SG in terms of concentration
where two types of long-range order coexist below the freezing temperatureTf — lon-
gitudinal ferro-, ferri-, or antiferromagnetic~FM, AFM!, and transverse spin-glass.1–3 As
was shown by Gabay and Toulouse~G–T!,4 in this case the magnetic states replace o
another in the following sequence as temperature is lowered: PM→ FM → M1→ M2,
where PM is the paramagnetic phase. The transformation FM→M1 is associated with
freezing of the transverse spin componentsSxy , and the transition M1→M2 appears in
the form of a spontaneous breaking of the replica symmetry. ForHÞ0 this is recorded
experimentally as the Almeida–Thouless~A–T! line Tf(H).1,2 The formation of the
noncollinear stateM1 ~freezing ofSxy) has also been observed by different experimen
methods, but the line of the transition FM→ M1 Tf(H) G–T has been observed only fo
a few objects.1,2 Thus, for Heisenberg systems with long-range interactions the ‘‘exp
mental’’ transition FM→ FSG corresponds to the theoretical transition M1→ M2.

In Heisenberg systems with short-range interactions the transition FM→ FSG has
still not been given a theoretical explanation and a wide range of questions conce
the nature of the FSG states and the mechanisms leading to their formation is the s
of discussions.1,2,5–9As an example, in Ref. 5 an exchange mechanism, which gives
to long-range transverse SG order, is proposed for dilute ferrimagnetic spinels. Acco
to Ref. 5, a nonuniform FM state should precede the FSG state in terms of concen
(T50 K! or temperature (T.Tf) — a collinear in the macroscopic sense structure w
local regions of noncollinearity~RLN! containing frustrated bonds. An effective lon
3460021-3640/98/67(5)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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range interaction of the dipole type arises between the RLNs. This is what allows fo
establishment of long-range interactions betweenSxy . Later, in Ref. 8 the same mecha
nism of interaction ofSxy was obtained in a study of several models of Heisenb
systems. In Ref. 6 a scheme of transformations in terms of temperature, formally sim
to the G–T scheme, was obtained by a numerical method: PM→ FM → N → FSG.
However, the transition into the noncollinear FM phase N is a second-order phase
sition ~PT-2! with respect to the noncollinearity parameter, while the formation of
FSG state asT→0 K occurs via a set of local first-order phase transitions~PT-1! due to
‘‘ melting’’ of frustrated spins.

At the same time, Monte Carlo computer simulations consistently give neg
results as to the possibility of existence of both thermodynamic~of the type FM→ N! and
spin-glass transitions in the region 0 K,T,TC .1,2,7 However, that finding contradicts
the existing experimental data. Experimentally, both linesTf , corresponding to the tran
sitions PM→ SG and FM→ FSG, are clearly registered according to the same p
nomenological indicators as in classical SGs.1,2,10 The transition in a field occurs alon
the A–T lineTf(H). This discrepancy could be due to the existence of anisotropy in
systems, as a result of which the Ising-type transition PM→ SG at Tf.0 K also
occurs.11

The objective of the present work was to study the mechanisms leading t
formation of the FSG states in dilute slightly-anisotropic two-sublattice spi
Li 0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4. The lines of Curie pointsTC(x) andTf(x)for the transitions FM→
FSG (0.9<x,1.5) and PM→ SG (x.1.5) were determined earlier,10 so that attention
is focused mainly on the analysis of the sequence and character of magnetic trans
tions in the regionTf,T,TC . Of great interest is the question of the existence o
thermodynamic PT here. In this connection, the program of investigations included
erties such as the temperature dependences of the spontaneous magnetizationsS(T) and
the magnetic contribution to the specific heatCm(T). These quantities were determine
using the same methods and experimental apparatus as in Refs. 9, 10, and 1
polycrystalline samples were produce and certified by methods similar to those
earlier.9

Figure 1 shows the functionssS(T) for samples withx51.45 ~1! and 1.40~2!, as
determined by the kink-point method13 using the dependencessFC(T) in weak fields —
H,500 Oe. As an illustration, Figure 1 shows a similar curve~3! for x51.45 in the field
H5100 Oe. One can see that for both Ga31 concentrations a sharp decrease ofsS is
observed with decreasing temperature below someT1(x).Tf(x) and the value ofT1

clearly increases withx. As T→0 K, the decrease in magnetization, starting at tempe
tures much higher thanTf , is observed both in the absence of a field (x51.35, neutron-
diffraction investigations! and in strong fields (x>1.2), which destroy the FSG state an
are higher than the technical saturation field.10,14This behavior ofsS(T) or sH(T) can be
caused only by the formation of a noncollinear FM structure — either macroscopicH)
or in the form of RLNs. The characteristic behavior of the temperature depende
sS(T) ~Fig. 1! suggests that both processes are realized: The plateau forT1,T,TC is
due to RLNs while the sharp decrease insS(T) for Tf,T,T1 could reflect the existence
of a PT-1.

To determine whether or not a PT-1 exists at temperaturesTf,T,TC the specific
heat was investigated — the temperature dependencesCm(T) for H50. The result for
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samples withx51.45 and 1.2 are presented in Fig. 2. The typical SG behavior is
served at low temperatures:Cm;T at temperaturesT,Tf . For x51.45 there is a clear
anomaly atT;100 K, characteristic for PT-2 atTC . For x51.2 the temperature interva
is bounded by 60 K, since according to the preceding discussion the value ofT1 should
be less than 60 K, whileTC 5325 K. In the intermediate regionTf,T,TC the curves
Cm(T) are very irregular, especially forx51.2. This irregularity~the existence of severa
diffuse maxima! can be explained on the basis of the model of Ref. 5, which assume
existence of RLNs at temperaturesTf,T,TC . This is discussed in detail in Refs. 15 an
16.

The most interesting result is the anomaly observed atT'60 K for x51.45. Its form
— a very sharp spike below 1 K — is typical for a PT-1.17 This correlates quite well with
the behavior ofsS(T) ~Fig. 1!, if T1 is taken as the temperature of the PT-1~see above!.

FIG. 1. Temperature dependences of the spontaneous magnetizationsS(T) for samples withx51.45 ~1! and
1.40~2!; ~3! — temperature dependences of magnetizationssZFC(T) — s andsFC(T) — d for a sample with
x51.45 in the fieldH5100 Oe.ZFC — preliminary cooling of the sample from 300 to 4.2 K withH50, FC
— with H5100 Oe.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the magnetic part of the specific heatCm(T) with H50 for samples with
x51.45 (s) and 1.2 (d). Inset:Cm(T3/2) for a sample withx51.2.
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One other fact merits attention. The temperature at which the PT-1 is observed~Fig. 2!
equals, to within the experimental accuracy, the temperature corresponding to the
mum on the curves of the low-field magnetizationsH(T) ~Fig. 1!. Below the temperature
of the maximum not onlysZFC but alsosFC decrease rapidly and the typical SG irr
versibility (sZFC(T)ÞsFC(T)) is observed only forT<Tf(H), andsFC(T) decreases
comparatively weakly asT→0 K.

It can be concluded on the basis of the results presented in Figs. 1 and 2 th
samples withx51.45 and 1.40 a thermodynamic PT-1 of the order–order type exis
temperatureT1(x) in the temperature rangeTf,T,TC . Therefore the following trans-
formations as functions of temperature occur in this concentration range of thex–T
diagram with decreasing temperature: PM→ collinear FM (T<TC)→ nonuniform FM
~presence of RLN! → noncollinear FM~phase N!→ FSG. PT-2 and PT-1 thermody
namic transitions occur atT5TC(x) andT5T1(x), respectively, while a spin-glass tran
sition occurs atT5Tf(x). Judging from the data in Fig. 1, the magnitude of the effec
T1 ~jump in sS) decreases forx.1.4. This is also observed forx,1.4. Specifically, for
the sample withx51.3 the question of the existence of a PT-1 in the regionTf,T
,TC can probably be solved only by investigatingCm(T), since weak jump-like change
in sS are virtually impossible to observe by the kink method.

The results obtained forx51.45 and 1.40 attest to the fact that besides the li
TC(x) and Tf(x)9 one other line of first-order phase transitions —T1(x) should be
present in the phase diagram of Li–Ga spinels. The form of such a phase diagr
shown schematically in Fig. 3. It is obvious that the lineT1(x) intersectsTC(x) in the
concentration interval 1.45,x,x0, since for x.x051.5 the long-range FM order is
absent for allT>4.2 K.10 This signifies that, besides a multicritical pointx5x0, the phase
diagram also contains a tricritical pointx1,x0, where PM and FM phases and th
noncollinear phase N coexist. At lower Ga31 concentrations, 0.9<x<1.3, two possibili-
ties exist. In the first place, the PT-1 lineT1(x) can intersect the lineTf(x) at the next
tricritical point x2, where the phases FSG, FM, and N coexist~Fig. 3a!. Another possible
variant is an asymptotic approach of the lineT1(x) to Tf(x) with decreasingx and both
lines simultaneously approachingT50 K asymptotically, which is predicted forTf(x).1,2

FIG. 3. Schematic form of thex–T diagrams of Li–Ga spinels taking account of the lineT1(x) of first-order
phase transitions between macroscopic collinear~FM! and noncollinear~N! ferrimagnetic states.
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In this situation the above-described scheme of magnetic transformations in ter
temperature is realized in the entire concentration range of the FSG states, and the
diagram corresponds to Fig. 3b. Considering the preliminary data, it cannot be rule
that for the concentration intervalx50.9–1.2 a PT-1 can indeed exist either nearTf or
directly at T5Tf , as was observed for the highly anisotropic Li–Ga spinel withx
50.9 and Co21 additions (;1.7 mole %!.9 The point is that for samples withx50.9
21.2 a change in the behavior ofCm(T) is observed in the temperature intervalT
>Tf : The dependenceCm;T is replaced by the spin-wave lawCm;T2/3 ~Fig. 2, inset
(x51.2)). The temperature extent of the spin-wave section is wider for 0.9<x,1.2 than
for x51.2.15

Both phase diagrams in Fig. 3 can be explained in principle by invoking the
change mechanism.5,8 However, it is entirely possible that the form of thex–T diagram
is determined not only by exchange but also by anisotropy. In the first place, as we
said, in Heisenberg systems with short-range interactions the exchange mechan
formation of the SG states can be realized only in the presence of anisotropy.1,2,11 In the
second place, anisotropy can play a substantial role in the formation of noncollinea
structures~for ferrimagnets see, for example, Refs. 18 and 19!, determining their specific
type, regions of existence in terms of temperature and the fieldH, and finally the char-
acter of the PT atT1, which in sum also determines the lineT1(x).

In conclusion, it should be noted that the results obtained in the present work fo
particular case of Li–Ga spinels apparently reflect some general trends characteri
Heisenberg systems with short-range interactions. In this connection it is of fundam
importance to determine more accurately the form of thex–T phase diagrams, including
for SG systems distinguished by anisotropy. Such investigations for Li–Ga spinels
progress.

I am extremely grateful to N. V. Tkachenko, V. A. Pervakov, and A. G. Anders
providing assistance and support in conducting the experimental investigations.
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Near-IR laser inelastic electronic light scattering
spectroscopy on transitions between ground and excited
states of acceptor centers in GaAs and InP crystals

B. Kh. Ba ramov,a) B. P. Zakharchenya, and V. V. Toporov
A. F. Ioffe Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences,
194021 St. Petersburg, Russia

~Submitted 21 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 5, 334–339~10 March 1998!

We report the development of a method for recording the low-
temperature (T56 K! near-IR inelastic light scattering spectra and the
observation of electronic scattering on the transitions 1s3/2(G8)
→2s3/2(G8) between the ground and excited states of different shallow
acceptor centers in an-type semi-insulating crystalsi-GaAs (n51.0
3108 cm23) and in a dopedp-InP crystal (p53.631017 cm23).
Moreover, a new line, associated with the transition 1s3/2(G8)
→2p3/2(G8) and due to a dielectric local mode, recorded for the first
time in the spectra of narrow-gap semiconductors, was found in the
residual-frequency band in thep-InP spectrum between TO(G) and LO
(G) phonons. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01005-6#

PACS numbers: 78.35.1c, 71.55.Eq

In semiconductor crystals the presence of dopants with density higher than;1
31018 atoms/cm3 and masses different from the masses of the host atoms results
formation of local vibrational modes whose frequencies differ from those of nor
lattice vibrations. Such local modes have been investigated quite intensively accord
the lattice IR-absorption spectra. However, such spectra are sensitive only to do
which are much lighter than the host elements~for example, carbon in GaAs!.1,2 At the
same time, the spectrum of lattice vibrations in polar crystals can be quite stro
perturbed near impurity centers on account of the electron–phonon interaction, an
called dielectric local modes~DLMs! can form under favorable conditions. Their appe
ance is due completely to the resonance interaction of an impurity electron and an o
phonon, when the energy difference for intracenter transitions between the groun
excited states with different parity~for transitions of the type 1s–2p) is close to the
energy of a longitudinal optical phonon.3–7 Such spatially localized bound states ha
nothing in common with the conventional mechanism leading to the appearance
above-mentioned local vibrational modes.

As is well known, valuable information about impurity states in semiconductors
be obtained by laser inelastic electronic light scattering spectroscopy, which ma
possible to investigate the range of quite low concentrations. Although a great de
3520021-3640/98/67(5)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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attention has always been devoted to these investigations in doped materials an
different steps are reflected in many reviews and monographs,5,8–11a number of questions
have still not been adequately studied. For example, previous investigations of ine
light scattering by an electron–hole gas and by free electrons and their colle
electron–phonon excitations~plasmon-phonon bound states! were mainly limited to mea-
surements performed in the region of strong absorption of the experimental crystals
energies of the exciting photons was\v i>E0 and close to resonances with the fund
mental absorption edgeE0 or the gapE01D0, whereD0 is the spin–orbit interaction
energy. The excitation conditions are also chosen so as to be in resonance with high
energy levels near the critical points of the combined density of states~of the typeE1) or
with different excitonic size-quantization levels in low-dimensional structures. Such
citation conditions provide, as a rule, a substantial resonance increase of the sca
intensity and, one would think, should make it much easier to detect the weak light fl
of inelastic electronic scattering of light. However, effects due to spatial dispersion
in such a resonance method of excitation. Additional contributions to the elect
scattering of light, which are associated with interband and intraband transitions, a
Aside from this, a hot-luminescence background appears even in low-temperature
surements on doped samples. These circumstances greatly complicate the prob
obtaining inelastic electronic light scattering spectra at low frequencies, which is the
interesting region. Moreover, as a result of the additional generation of nonequilib
carriers, they do not make it possible to establish quantitative laws. Problems of this
can be partially overcome by means of nonresonance excitation.

The development of a method for recording quasielastic electronic light scatt
spectra in the near-IR region of the spectrum with\v i<E0 was reported earlier.9 Inves-
tigations performed on dopedn-type semiconductors GaAs and InP with a nonparab
dispersion law of the bands made it possible to study the basic laws of the fluctuatio
the electron gas, such as fluctuations of the number, charge, and spin densities
current carriers as well as fluctuations of the electron momentum and energy.12 Different
mechanisms of manifestation of electron–electron and electron–phonon intera
were distinguished. They were manifested in quasielastic light scattering, both i
collisionless regime for specially not doped (n,131015 cm23) and lightly doped (n
;131016 cm23) samples and under conditions of frequent collisions in heavily do
samples withn.131016 cm23 and on up to 131019 cm23 ~Ref. 10!.

In the present letter we report a further elaboration of the method presented in
9 for recording the inelastic electronic light scattering spectra in the near-IR region o
spectrum. The experimental data obtained attest to the observation of electronic
scattering due to 1s3/2(G8)→2s3/2(G8) transitions between the ground and lowest exci
states of different shallow acceptor centers in the spectra of nominally undoped
insulatingn-type si-GaAs and dopedp-InP crystals. Moreover, a new band associa
with the transition 1s3/2(G8)→2p3/2(G8) and due to a DLM recorded in the spectra
such narrow-gap semiconductors was found in the spectra ofp-InP crystals in the
residual-frequency band between the transverse TO(G) and longitudinal LO(G) optical
phonons.

Dielectric local modes were discovered previously in III–V semiconductor crys
with a zinc-blende lattice and studied in detail in the inelastic light scattering spect
wide-gap semiconductorsn-GaP doped with different donor impurities.5–7,13For p-type
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crystals with a complicated valence band structure it was noted that quasielastic
scattering by spin density fluctuations arises even in zeroth-order in thek–p method of
perturbation theory, which neglects the corrections to wave functions that contai
nonparabolicity of the spectrum.11 For this reason, in these materials quasielastic li
scattering by free holes is characterized by more complicated features and is much
ger than any form of quasielastic electron scattering of light inn-type materials.11,12,14

This situation also makes it difficult to observe experimentally the inelastic hole
scattering spectra due to transitions between the ground and excited states of th
parity (1s–2s type transitions! of shallow acceptor centers. The detection of DLM sp
tra due to transitions of the type 1s–2p and hole light scattering spectra due to transitio
of the type 1s–2s in narrow-gap materials is of great interest, because then it woul
possible to determine the corrections to the eigenenergies of an impurity center,
fall outside the framework of the effective-mass approximation.

Our experiments were performed on well-characterized samples. Undoped ultr
semi-insulatingn-type si-GaAs samples with free carrier densityn51.03108 cm23 at
T5300 K were investigated. Dopedp-GaAs:C samples withp51.531017 cm23 ~at T
5300 K! and p-GaAs:Zn withp53.031017 cm23 (T5300 K! were also investigated
Furthermore, doped samples ofp-InP with p53.631017 cm23 and mobility m5150
cm2/V•s ~T5300 K! and no identified impurity content were investigated. All samp
were grown by the Czochralski method. For thesi-GaAs sample the concentration o
neutral EL2 defects, determined according to the near-IR absorption spectra, was e
3.031015 cm23. In doped samples the free charge-carrier densities were determined
Hall effect measurements as well as by independent measurements of the spe
quasielastic light scattering by free carriers and inelastic light scattering by bound
of longitudinal optical phonons and plasma oscillations. Homogeneous samples o
optical quality were cut out along the crystallographic directions@100# i x axis, @011# i
y axis, and@01̄1# i z axis forsi-GaAs and in the directions@ 1̄11# i x8 axis,@11̄0# i y8

axis, and@112̄# i z8 axis for all other samples. Their shape was that of a parallelep
with dimensions;0.532.533 mm.

The spectra in the transmission region of the experimental samples were e
with a highly stable neodymium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet laser with wavele
1064.4 nm. Scattering by an angle of 90° for parallel@z(yy)x# and crossed
@(x8(y8z8)z8# polarizations of the incident~first index in parentheses! and scattered
~second index in parentheses! light was investigated; the first index in front of~after! the
parentheses indicates the direction of the incident~scattered! light. The spectral compo-
sition of the scattered light was analyzed with a high-transmission (f 51:3) double
diffraction spectrometer. The spectral resolution was equal to 2 cm21. All measurements
were performed at lattice temperatureT56 K and at quite low power densities of th
exciting radiationP58 –10 W•cm22, which do not cause local heating of the sampl

It is interesting to note that under the conditions of our experiment the frequ
factorR2 of resonance intensification of the scattering, whereR'Eg

2/@Eg
22(\v i)

2#, was
equal to 5.9 for GaAs withEg51.519 eV and 9.2 for InP withEg51.424 eV. Compared
with interband excitation in the visible region of the spectrum~where\v i>E0), such an
intensification likewise partially compensated the unavoidable losses in connection
the detection of light scattering spectra in the near-IR region.
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Figure 1 shows the inelastic light scattering spectrum forsi-GaAs. Here, the quite
intense lines at 271.3 and 294.5 cm21 are due to scattering of light by TO(G) and LO(G)
phonons, respectively.

Sharp and strong lines are clearly seen at 147.2 and 173.3 cm21 against the back-
ground of comparatively weak lines corresponding to overtone lattice scattering, of w
the strongest line corresponds to scattering with participation of two acoustic 2TA~X,K!
phonons. Their absolute intensity drops rapidly with increasing temperature, and
completely vanish in the spectra obtained atT560–70 K. The frequencies of these line
agree well with our data, which were obtained under similar conditions but in the sp
of the two other doped samplesp-GaAs:C withp51.531017 cm23 andp-GaAs:Zn with
p53.031017 cm23. It is important to note that the frequencies which we observed
agree well with the data of Ref. 2, where a similar line was observed at 148 and
cm21 and also in the spectra of two different samples doped with carbon and
respectively. The appearance of such lines, associated with acceptor transitions inn-type
si-GaAs indicates optical charge transfer on the acceptor centers. At low temper
the low density of residual acceptor impurities in such a sample was completely
pensated by shallow donors and deep donor EL2 centers. Photoexcited electro
holes are generated when IR radiation is absorbed. Such electrons can be trap
ionized acceptor centers, and neutralization of the latter can thus occur. As a result
lines can be attributed to electronic scattering due to intracenter transitions betwe
ground and lowest excited states of two different shallow acceptor centers — trans
of the type 1s3/2(G8)→2s3/2(G8) for impurity carbon and zinc atoms, respectively.

An entirely different picture was observed forp-InP crystals. Figure 2 shows
typical fragment of a spectrum of such scattering for a zinc-dopedp-InP sample with
p53.631017 cm23.

The most intense and narrow line at 305.9 cm21 corresponds to TO(G) phonons.10

The wider line at 348 cm21 is due to scattering of light by high-frequency bound st

FIG. 1. Fragment of an inelastic light scattering spectrum forsi-GaAs withn51.03108 cm23. The spectrum
was obtained atT56 K in the scattering geometryz(yy)x.
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L1 , formed by LO(G) phonons and optical plasmons of the two-component hole pla
of the gas of free light and heavy holes. Such states are formed as a result of a res
interaction of the macroscopic longitudinal electric fields of these oscillations. S
bound states in InP crystals were studied earlier in the inelastic light scattering a
reflection spectra but inn-type samples.10 In the present case, despite the short relaxa
times of free holes,t<20 fs, for which the effective plasma dampings of the holes re
valuesG>200 cm21, it is surprising to observe a quite narrow line of the plasmo
phonon bound state with almost purely phonon damping, while the low-frequency m
L2 is not observed. This behavior was predicted earlier theoretically for a stro
damped plasma with large carrier effective masses, when the mechanism of the
mation potential and the electrooptic effect make the main contribution to
scattering.14

It should be noted that lines corresponding to TO(G) phonons and theL1 mode are
present in the room-temperature spectra also. At the same time, the new structur
served at 218, 259, 289, and 336 cm21 in the rest of this spectrum appear only wi
decreasing temperature. This indicates that they are of electronic~hole! origin.

We attribute the quite wide and intense band at 259 cm21 ~32.11 meV! to a transi-
tion 1s3/2(G8)→2s3/2(G8) between the ground and excited states of the Zn impurity.
already noted above, such transitions between levels with the same parity are active
light scattering process. The energy shift found for this transition agrees well with
value 32.8 meV determined from data on selective photoluminescence of donor-ac
pairs in InP atT54.2 K.15 A sharp shoulder at 218 cm21 ~27.02 meV! arises from the
low-frequency side of this band. It can be attributed to the transition 1s3/2(G8)
→2s3/2(G8) between the carbon impurity levels.

The observation of a quite narrow and intense line at 289 cm21 ~35.83 meV! was
completely unexpected. We also attribute this line to the transition 1s3/2(G8)
→2s3/2(G8) but this time between cadmium levels. We note that in Ref. 15 sim

FIG. 2. Fragment of near-IR inelastic light scattering spectrum forp-InP:Zn with p53.631017 cm23. The
spectrum was obtained atT56 K in the scattering geometryx8(y8z8)z8.
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transitions for C and Cd were determined as 27.5 and 36.1 meV, respectively
likewise agrees well with our results.

A new fact is that the line observed at 336 cm21 lies in the residual-frequency ban
between TO(G) and LO(G) phonons. For\v i<E0 only one case with such a characte
istic behavior is known. It is due to the formation of a DLM. It is noteworthy that
DLM is formed by the Zn acceptor center which we have already identified. Bu
estimates show, the transition 1s3/2(G8)→2p3/2(G8) with energy 30.5 meV could con
tribute to the formation of such a DLM.15 In addition, according to the selection rule
such a transition between levels with different parity is not active directly in the l
scattering process. It should be noted that all the energies which we have measu
transitions between the ground and excited states for the characteristic levels of ac
transitions have a direct bearing on the magnitude of the corrections to the com
values obtained in the effective-mass approximation with allowance for the potent
the central cell.

In conclusion, we note that the practical implementation of the possibility of m
suring near-IR inelastic electronic light scattering spectra due to the transi
1s3/2(G8)→2s3/2(G8) between the ground and lowest excited states of different sha
acceptor impurities an also the observation of DLMs associated with transitions o
type 1s3/2(G8)→2p3/2(G8) open up new possibilities for determining the corrections
the energy eigenvalues obtained in the effective-mass approximation as well as f
veloping new analytical methods for identifying the chemical type of the residual~back-
ground! impurities and dopants in semiconductor materials.

a!e-mail: bairamov@bahish.ioffe.rssi.ru
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Undamped self-oscillations and dynamical chaos under
conditions of impurity breakdown of a semiconductor
in the fixed-current regime

Z. S. Kachlishvili and K. M. Jandieri
Department of Physics, Tbilisi State University, 380028 Tbilisi, Republic of Georgia

~Submitted 26 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 5, 340–343~10 March 1998!

It is shown theoretically that chaotic oscillations of the Hall field, the
Hall constant, and the magnetoresistance appear in a compensated
semiconductor under impurity breakdown conditions. It is shown that
the transition to chaos occurs via the Feigenbaum scenario. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-3640~98!01105-0#

PACS numbers: 72.20.My, 61.72.2y

Recent experimental and theoretical investigations have shown that impurity el
breakdown opens up extensive possibilities for observing nonlinear behavior in sem
ductor systems.1–4 The character of the nonlinear dynamics depends on different exte
and internal parameters of the system. One of the most important such parameter
magnetic field. For this reason it is of interest to determine the conditions that pro
the appearance of undamped, including chaotic, oscillations in a semiconductor
presence of a magnetic field.

Let us examine an-type compensated semiconductor connected in series with a
resistanceR and a dc battery with emfE. A nonquantizing magnetic fieldH is applied
perpendicular to the electric field. The problem is studied in the fixed-current regime~the
fixed-field regime was investigated in Ref. 5!.

A new approach is proposed for describing the nonlinear dynamics of hot elec
The basic idea is to study the dielectric relaxation of the applied (Ex) and Hall (Ey) fields
~both processes determine the dielectric relaxation of the total, warming fieldE). The
corresponding mathematical model is given by the equations

dn

dt
52a~z!n21b~z!n1d, ~1!

dEx

dt
5

4pL

«SRFz2Ex2
eSR

L
~m1~Z!Ex1m2~z!Ey!G , ~2!

dEy

dt
5

4pe

«
n@m2~z!Ex2m1~z!Ey#, ~3!

dZ

dt
52

Z2Z0~E!

td
. ~4!
3580021-3640/98/67(5)/5/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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Here

a~z!5AI~z!1BT~z!, b~z!52G2BTNdC1AINd~12C!,

d5GNd~12C!, G5 j s1AT , z5E/L,

n is the free-electron density,AI andBT are the impact ionization and thermal recomb
nation coefficients, andj s and AT are the optical and thermal generation rates fr
donor levels,S is the transverse cross section of the sample,L is the length of the sample
in the direction ofEx , « is the permittivity of the sample, andm1 and m2 are the
longitudinal and transverse mobilities.

The equation~1! describes generation-recombination processes from shallow d
levels with densityNd for degree of compensationC5NA /Nd (NA is the density of
compensating acceptors!, while Eq. ~4! describes the lag of the dimensionless elect
temperatureZ5Te /T (T is the lattice temperature! relative to a change inE, td is the
delay time, and the stationary valueZ5Z0(E) for each value ofE is determined from
the energy balance equation.

It can be easily verified from Eqs.~2! and~3! for L/SR!s1 , wheres15enm1, that
the characteristic relaxation times ofEx andEy are of the same order of magnitudet1

;«/4ps1. When the reverse inequality holds, the relaxation of the Hall field is o
again characterized by the timet1, while the relaxation of the applied field is characte
ized by the timet2;«SR/4pL[C̄R, whereC̄ is the capacitance due to the accumulati
of charge on the main contacts of the sample, and in additiont2!t1, i.e., Ex relaxes
much more quickly thanEy . We note that even in this case the lag time of the elect
temperature (td) is much shorter than the relaxation time ofn, Ex , and Ey . For this
reason it can be assumed to a high degree of accuracy that asE varies, the valueZ
5Z0(E) is established instantaneously, i. e. the equations~1!–~3! are sufficient for
studying the dynamics of a system of hot electrons. Therefore a problem in t
dimensional phase space obtains.

Let us consider the case of strong magnetic fieldsvc
2t2@1, wherevc is the cyclo-

tron frequency andt is the momentum relaxation time. Application of bifurcation theo
on the basis of the Routh–Hurwitz condition gives a necessary and sufficient con
for the appearance of undamped self-oscillations in a semiconductor

AI

C

1

E/EB21
.

b

H2

~21am!~11am11/g2!

1/g22~11am1a/Wm1!
. ~5!

Here a5E•Z08(E)/Z, m5Z•m18(z)/m1, g5m1 /m2 , W54pe/«, and b5H2Wm1 ~for
vc

2t2@1 we havem1;1/H2, andb does not depend onH).

All values are taken at the breakdown point, except for the value ofE in the
denominator on the left-hand side of Eq.~5!; EB is the intensity of the breakdown field
Primes denote derivatives of the corresponding quantities.

As one can see from Eq.~5!, the condition for the appearance of undamped os
lations is satisfied all the better, the closerE is to the breakdown point. A strong magnet
field and domination of the momentum scattering by impurity ions likewise mak
easier to satisfy the condition~5!.

Since forvc
2t2@1
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in the cases of momentum scattering by acoustic phonons, neutral impurity atom
ionized impurity atoms, respectively, the conditiong!1 is quite realistic. In this case th
condition ~5! assumes the much simpler form

FIG. 1. Bifurcation diagram in the (E/EB ,h) plane.

FIG. 2. Phase portraits of the system in the (x,y) plane for different values ofh: a! 0.04, b! 0.034, c! 0.028, and
d! 0.02.
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AI

C

1

E/EB21
.

b

H2
~21am!. ~6!

Figure 1 shows the bifurcation diagram in the plane (E/EB ,h), whereh5Ex /(z
2Ex) plays the role of the bifurcation parameter. This diagram was obtained by num
calculations forn-Ge with the following parameters:Nd51016 cm23, C50.95, H55
3104 G, andG5103 s21. The energy balance equation takes into account energy lo
on acoustic phonons~the corresponding rate is given by the well-known Shockley f
mula! as well as losses to excitation and ionization of impurity ions.6 The hatched region
in the diagram corresponds to saddle–focus type points of equilibrium, i.e., to unda
self-oscillations in the system. Oscillations of the Hall field, magnetoresistance, and
constant were studied in this region. Varying the value ofh from 0.04 down to 0.02 with
fixed E/EB51.009 (EB5834.21 V/cm!, we obtain a transition to chaos via period do
bling, as is characteristic of the Feigenbaum scenario. Figure 2 shows the corresp
phase portraits in the (x,y) plane, wherex5(Ex2Ex* )/Ex* and y5(Ey2Ey* )/Ey* (Ex*
andEy* are the equilibrium values ofEx andEy) for the same values of the nonbifurca
tional parameters as in Fig. 1, while Fig. 3 displays as an example the correspo

FIG. 3. Oscillations ofy for the same values ofh as in Fig. 2.
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temporal evolution of the Hall field.

In closing, I express my appreciation to I. P. Zvyagin for his interest in this w
and for a discussion of the results.
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Electronic phase separation in a low-temperature
tetragonal phase of lanthanum–strontium cuprates
according to 139La NQR data

G. B. Te tel’baum and E. L. Vavilova
Physicotechnical Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, 420029 Kazan, Russia

B. Buechner
Universitaet zu Ko¨ln, D-50937 Köln, Germany

H. Luetgemeiera)

Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich, D-52425 Ju¨lich, Germany

~Submitted 19 November 1997; resubmitted 26 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 5, 344–349~10 March 1998!

A nonuniform electron density distribution is observed in
La12x2yNdySrxCuO4 and La12x2yEuySrxCuO4, and long-lived mag-
netic fluctuations in these compounds are studied. The dynamics of the
magnetic fluctuations depends strongly on the magnetic properties of
the rare-earth ions, which stabilize the low-temperature tetragonal
phase. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01205-5#

PACS numbers: 75.60.Ch, 75.50.Ee, 72.80.Sk, 76.60.Gv

The question of the correlated spatial separation of charges and spins has been
animated discussion in recent years in connection with the observation of antiferro
netic stripe domains~‘‘stripes’’ ! separated by domain walls.1–3 These walls are region
where current carriers collect as a result of frustrated electronic phase separ4

Weighty experimental evidence supporting the idea that in lanthanum cuprates th
bility of such a spatially modulated structure is due to a transition from a low-temper
orthorhombic~LTO! phase to a low-temperature tetragonal~LTT! phase. The point is tha
in this case the potential relief of the lattice possesses nonuniformities such th
current carriers pinned by them form linear chains.

Unfortunately, at present the separation of charges and spins has
reliably observed experimentally in only one high-Tc superconducting compoun
La1.62xNd0.4SrxCuO4. This is largely due to the fact that neutron scattering is a di
method for performing such investigations, and in addition on single-crystal sam
However, despite the fact that an entire series of compounds in which the LTT ph
realized has been synthesized by replacing Nd with other rare-earth ions, it has
possible to grow single crystals of only one of them, the one investigated in Re
and 2.

For this reason, a complete physical picture of such charge and spin structure
not exist, despite the exceptional interest shown in the problem of electronic p
3630021-3640/98/67(5)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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separation. In light of the difficulties noted above, an effective method for stud
charge and spin structures could be the application of local methods of investigation
and foremost, nuclear quadrupole resonance~NQR!, which does not require an extern
field, fixing a distinguished direction, and for which the difference between the polyc
talline and single-crystalline samples plays no role. Moreover, since the NQR frequ
is determined by the gradient of the crystalline electric field, this method makes it
sible to record directly nonuniformities in the charge distribution in electronic ph
separation problems.5–7

The main problem of the present work was to make a NQR investigation of e
tronic phase separation in lanthanum–strontium compounds, where the appearan
LTT phase was stabilized by doping with different rare-earth ions: magnetic Nd ion
nonmagnetic Eu ions.

1. Two series of samples La22x2yNdySrxCuO4 and La22x2yEuySrxCuO4 with dif-
ferentx andy were prepared by the standard technology.8 The NQR measurements wer
performed on a standard pulsed spectrometer in the temperature range 1.2–25
NQR spectra of139La nuclei were obtained by measuring the amplitudes of the e
accompanying a successive change in the frequency in a zero external magnetic

We begin our discussion of the results with the series La1.882yNdySr0.12CuO4. Spe-
cial attention is devoted here to the case when the neodymium contenty50.4, since
antiferromagnetic~AF! antiphase domains separated by charged domain walls have
observed in this compound.1,2 Our 139La NQR measurements in this compound show
that at sufficiently low temperatures asymmetric lines~the first one is shown in Fig. 1a!
are observed for the transitions67/2265/2 and 65/2263/2 and their widths are
proportional to the corresponding quadrupole frequencies. This shows that the bro
ing is due to a nonuniform distribution of quadrupole frequencies. It is entirely natur
represent the observed asymmetric signal as a superposition of two Gaussian lines
have different widths and NQR frequencies~see Fig. 1a!. We attribute the presence o
two contributions to the fact that the La nuclei can be located both near a localized
which distorts the crystalline field, and far away from it, which is reflected in the lo

FIG. 1. 139La NQR spectra of the transition65/2267/2 at temperature 1.2 K for the compound
La1.48Nd0.4Sr0.12CuO4 ~a! and La1.72Eu0.17Sr0.11CuO4 ~b!. Solid lines — result fitting the line by a sum of two
contributions with different frequencies~dashed lines!.
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variation of the properties of NQR. The extremal values of the frequencies make the
contribution to the observed signal. For this reason, in accordance with the well-k
dependence of quadrupole resonance frequency of139La on the carrier density in lantha
num cuprates,9–11 the component corresponding to the higher frequency can be refe
to carrier-depleted regions~regions with developed AF correlations!. The low-frequency
component, however, can be referred to regions with high carrier density~charged do-
main walls!. The signals referring to AF regions have a smaller width~1–1.5 MHz!,
while the width of the signals from domain walls, which differ by large nonuniformit
of the electric field gradient, is of the order of 3.5 MHz.

A combined analysis of the NQR signals corresponding to the high-frequ
~7/2–5/2! and low-frequency~5/2–3/2! transitions made it possible to determine t
quadrupole splitting parameternQ ~it is related with the electric field gradientVzz as
nQ5eQVzz/14, wheree is the electron charge, andQ is the quadrupole moment of th
nucleus! and the asymmetry parameterh. For lanthanum nuclei located in regions wi
no holes we havenQ.6.28 andh.0.15, while for nuclei located in regions with hole
2nQ.6.112 andh.0.3.

Let us now discuss the series La1.832xEu0.17SrxCuO4 with different strontium content
x ~it is known8 that with respect to its effect on the transition to the LTT phase
substitutiony50.17 for Eu is equivalent toy50.40 for Nd!. The LTT phase arising a
some temperaturesT(x),Tmax5130 K completely or partially suppresse
superconductivity.8 Specifically, for our Eu concentration the superconducting transi
edge is displaced into the region of high valuesx5xc50.16~the critical temperatures o
samples withx50.16, 0.18, 0.20, and 0.22 were equal to 22.6, 29, 25.6, and 22 K!. The
transition to the LTT phase, starting atx.0.07, is reflected in the behavior of all thre
possible NQR lines. For example, starting with strontium concentrationx50.07, the lines
corresponding to the high-frequency transitions67/2265/2, just as in the case o
La–Nd compounds, have an asymmetric shape, which evolves with increasingx, right up
to x5xc50.16. The corresponding signal can be represented as a superposition
lines: a wider~low-frequency! line and a narrower~high-frequency! line ~Fig. 1b!. The
magnitude of the splitting appearing atx50.07 increases with the number of holes in t
system~see Fig. 2!, starting atx50.07 right up tox50.16, corresponding to a transitio

FIG. 2. 139La NQR frequencies of the transition65/2267/2 versus Sr content (x) for two components of the
spectrum of La1.832xEu0.17SrxCuO4 at temperature 1.2 K.
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to the superconducting state. We note that the relative intensity of these two compo
which characterizes the fractions of the lightly doped~high-frequency! and heavily doped
~low-frequency! phases, depends strongly onx. At first, the contribution of the high-
frequency line increases withx, reaching a maximum atx50.12, and then decrease
vanishing at a complete transition of the system to the superconducting state, occur
x50.22.

It can be assumed that the corresponding difference of electric field gradients
to nonuniformities~modulation! of the electron density distribution in the system. Mor
over, the fact that this distribution appears in the observed NQR line shows tha
stationary on a time scale of the order of the reciprocal of the frequency differ
between the two components of the NQR spectrum.

These results support previous hypotheses1–4 that similar stripe structures exist i
undoped lanthanum–strontium compounds~which do not undergo a transition to the LT
phase but are located near this transition!, the only difference being that the structures a
mobile formations. According to Refs. 1–4, they could be one-dimensional hole clu
separating regions with high hole density~it has not been ruled out that the regions a
have AF order!, and as shown in Ref. 12, their dynamics reduce to motion in a per
dicular field. We note that the velocity of the charged domain walls can be determ
from the frequency of the magnetic fluctuations.

2. Let us now examine the relaxation of139La nuclei. We note first that in the Nd
compound the characteristic rates are two orders of magnitude higher than in th
compound. This shows unequivocally that the magnetic moments of Nd play a role i
process~we observed acceleration of relaxation when the Nd content increased from
0.4!. They determine the main relaxation channel which has the nonexponential cha
typical for relaxation via randomly distributed magnetic moments.13 The temperature
dependence of the effective relaxation times~Fig. 3!, expressed forT1@T2 in the form

1/T1,25~gnHi
',i!2$t/@11~vQt!2#,t%,

makes it possible to estimate the lifetime of the fluctuations. HereHi
' and Hi

i are the
average absolute values of the perpendicular and parallel components of the in

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the longitudinal (d) and transverse (s) relaxation rates of139La nuclei in
La1.48Nd0.4Sr0.12CuO4.
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fluctuation field produced by the Nd moments at the La nuclei,t is the lifetime of the
corresponding fluctuations, andgn is the gyromagnetic ratio for La nuclei. Our estimat
of tNd at the pointvQtNd51 ~corresponding to max 1/T1) give tNd;0.831028. Taking
account of the measured relaxation rate, this means that Nd produces at the La n
magnetic field of the order of 330 Oe. This value indicates that the field is of di
origin.

We now turn to relaxation in La–Eu~Fig. 4!. For a sufficiently low Sr content, both
1/T1 and 1/T2 are determined by nonexponential relaxation via local magnetic mom
~coupled with holes! and have the same temperature dependence. Such a depen
reducing to an almostx-independent slowing down of the longitudinal relaxation w
decreasing temperature, remains for any value ofx. However, asx increases, an addi
tional channel appears in the transverse relaxation~under conditions with a develope
LTT phase!, and this channel dominates at low temperatures nearx51/8. The relaxation
times associated with it are of the order of 1 ms. This critical contribution to relaxatio
due to an increase in the antiferromagnetic correlation of magnetic moments of co
which leads to freezing of the local moments on the one hand and to slowing dow
critical fluctuations on the other. The fact that the critical AF fluctuations are manife
only in transverse relaxation suggests that they are related only with the component
field that is longitudinal relative to the quantization axis. It has not been ruled out th
arises as a result of the so-called canting, i.e., the copper magnetic moments tiltin
the plane as a result of the Dzyaloshinski�–Moriya interaction owing to the inclination
of CuO6 octahedra characteristic for the LTT phase. Estimates made taking into ac
the observed14 decrease of the frequency of AF fluctuations to 1011 s21 give for an
average fluctuating magnetic field of 2800 Oe.

We call attention to the fact that acceleration of transverse relaxation indica
substantial increase in the ferromagnetic correlation lengthzAF in the La–Eu compound
~this fact was also pointed out in Ref. 14!. It has not been ruled out that under conditio
when this quantity is greater than the distance between domain walls in-phase do
can appear in the system~in these domains the orientation of neighboring magne
moments separated by the wall is the same; this is different from the situation i
La–Nd system, where, according to Refs. 1 and 2, they are antiparallel!. In this case

FIG. 4. Temperature dependence of the longitudinal (d) and transverse (s) relaxation rates of139La nuclei in
La1.72Eu0.17Sr0.11CuO4.
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domain motion is impeded12,15 and suppression of superconductivity is more effectiv

3. In summary, our analysis has shown that for both systems investigated a no
form distribution of charge density, which is of a stationary character on scales o
order of 1025–1026 s, exists in the LTT phase. The characteristic lifetimes of the m
netic fluctuations for these compounds are substantially different. In the case of d
with Nd ions, the magnetic fluctuations slow down as a result of adjustment to
ordered magnetic moments of Nd and have a characteristic lifetime of 1028 s. In the
system doped with nonmagnetic Eu ions, however, the lifetime of the fluctuations,
the fluctuations undergoing critical slowing down, is much shorter (10210–10211 s).
Therefore it can be concluded that charge ordering is decoupled from spin ordering
in addition the magnetic fluctuations depend on the properties of the ions stabilizin
LTT phase.

We acknowledge helpful discussions with N. N. Garif’yanov, V. E. Kataev, and
Piper. This work was performed as part of the Joint Russian-German program ‘‘S
troscopy of High-Tc Superconductors’’ and it is also support by Grant 95-02-05942 fr
the Russian Fund for Fundamental Research.
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d -Symmetry superconductivity as a consequence of
valence-bond type correlations

A. A. Ovchinnikov, M. Ya. Ovchinnikova, and E. A. Plekhanov
Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117977 Moscow, Russ

~Submitted 27 January 1998!
Pis’ma Zh. Éksp. Teor. Fiz.67, No. 5, 350–355~10 March 1998!

It is shown thatdx22y2 symmetry of superconducting order due to
valence bond~VB! type correlations is possible. The VB correlations
are compatible with antiferromagnetic~AF! spin order. For the two-
dimensional Hubbard model with arbitrary doping, the variational
method of local unitary transformations is used to construct explicitly a
uniform state with VB structure. Thed-channel attraction of holes is a
consequence of the modulation of hops by the populations of centers
accompanying VB formation, and the parameters of the modulation are
determined variationally. The increase in the density of states at the
Fermi level accompanying AF splitting of the band, which is absent in
the paramagnetic state, is important for the gap width. The gap width
and its ratio toTc are of the order of 2D.0.1t and 2D/kTc.4 –4.5
with U/t.8. The agreement between the phase diagram found and
experiment is discussed. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01305-X#

PACS numbers: 74.20.2z, 74.25.Jb

In recent years high-resolution methods in photoemission spectroscopy,1 neutron
scattering, and others have greatly enriched knowledge of the electronic structure o
Tc superconductors. The band approach, serving as a natural language for disc
these experiments, should include correlations and should take account of all typ
correlations, which on the basis of analysis in the localized limitU→` or from the
numerical calculations of finite clusters are expected to play a large role. All theore
works seek answers to the most important questions — the possible correlation na
attraction and the pairing mechanism and the role of antiferromagnetic~AF! correlations
and valence bond~VB! formation type correlations~see Ref. 2 and the reviews Ref
3–5!.

In the present letter we investigate the same questions on the basis of a varia
approach and an explicit representation of the correlated state for the purpose of
mining the role of individual types of correlations, specifically, VB type. Hole attrac
is often attributed to an interaction of the correlated~or modulated! hops type, as noted in
Ref. 6. In contrast to Ref. 6 or analogous interactions in thet2J model,5 in the present
letter the form and magnitude of interactions of this type are determined from the v
tional principle by solving the appropriate self-consistent problem.
3690021-3640/98/67(5)/7/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The analysis is conducted in the basic classical model of strongly correlated sy
— the two-dimensional model with HamiltonianH(U,t).

The resonating valence bond~RVB! states introduced by Anderson7 signified that
the configurations of the system consist of singlet components of two particles whic
localized on the sites forming the bond. Later,8–10 variational functions — itinerant ana
logs of states with a regular periodic VB structure and uniform VB states10 — were
constructed for the Hubbard model and their properties were investigated. In these
tions, in contrast to RVB, the formation of a singlet pair is accompanied by a ch
~optimization! of the charge state of the sites forming the bond. Questions conce
superconducting~SC! order were not investigated. At the same time, in contrast to
nonunitary transformations of the type in Gutzwiller’s ansatz,11 the method of local
unitary transformations proposed in Refs. 9 and 10 makes it possible to construct no
a correlated function but also an explicit expression for the effective Hamiltonian
therefore to study the possibility of SC order withdx22y2 symmetry. This symmetry can
be regarded as proven for a number of cuprates~BiBaCaCuO, YBaCuO! on the basis of
many experiments done by different methods. For this reason, and also on account
fact that on-site repulsion suppressess-symmetry SC order but does not influenced-type
SC correlation, we shall study only the latter.

The wave functionC with VB-type correlations can be constructed from an unc
related stateF by means of a unitary transformation

C5Ŵ~a!F, Ŵ~a!5exp~aZ!, Z5 (
^nm&

Znm . ~1!

The local anti-Hermitian operatorZnm , referring to thê nm& bond of nearest-neighbo
sites, equals

Znm52
1

2 (
s

j nmsDnm,2s , ~2!

j nms5cns
† cms2cms

† cns , Dnm,2s5nn2s2nm2s . ~3!

The operatorZnm acts only on the singlet components with two particles in neighbo
sites in the wave functionF. For one dimer$a,b% the operatorWab5exp(Zab) performs
a rotation of the two-hole singlet components of the bond, and its action on the u
related singlet functionF(a,b) gives an exact singlet state of a dimer with the optim
parametera5a(U,t).

On account of the fact that the transformation in Eq.~1! is unitary the initial Hub-
bard Hamiltonian in the basis of correlated statesC is strictly equivalent to the trans
formed Hamiltonian

H̃~a!5W†~a!HW~a! ~4!

in the basis of the functionsF. The variational parametera in W(a) serves as an orde
parameter for VB structures. Analyzing the new problem~4! by the mean-field method
makes it possible to investigate states with VB-type correlations and arbitrary dop
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In contrast to previously studied periodic VB structures with nonoverlapp
dimers,9 in the case of a uniform VB state~1! the local operatorsZnm do not commute
with one another. But, we can find an explicit expression forH̃(a) in terms of the Fermi
operators up to terms;a2 inclusive.

H̃~a!'H1a@H,Z#1
a2

2
@@H,Z#,Z#5H ~0!1aH ~1!1

a2

2
H ~2! ~5!

and then find the self-consistent solution of the new problem by the mean-field me
The expression forH̃(a) will be given in Ref. 12.

To test the possibility of AF spin order anddx22y2-type superconducting order let u
investigate the most general class of uncorrelated states of the BCS type with anom
d-symmetry averages and with a double magnetic unit cell. For the functionF of such a
general form the average energyH̄(yi)5^CHC&5^FH̃F& can be calculated exactly fo
the operator~5!. It turns out to be a function of the following single-electron normal a
anomalous averages overF:

$yi%5$r 0 ,r 1 ,r A2 ,r 2 ,r A5 ,r 3 ,d0 ,dA2 ,d2 ,w1 ,w2 ,wA5 ,w3% i , ~6!

where

r l5
1

2 (
s

^cns
† cn1 l ,s&F ;

dl5
1

2 (
s

s

usu ~21!n^cns
† cn1 l ,s&F ; ~7!

wl5 sign~ l x
22 l y

2!^cn↑
† cn1 l ,↓

† &F5wl* .

On account of symmetry the quantitiesr l , dl , andwl are real and depend only onu l u.

We shall discuss only the leading terms in the effective HamiltonianH̃, which are
responsible for SC pairing. Thus, in the term which is of first order ina in Eq. ~5! the
contribution toaH (1) from an on-site interaction has the form

aHU
~1!52a

U

2(
s

(
^nm&

@cns
† cms~nn,2s1nm,2s!22cns

† cmsnn,2snm,2s1 h.c.#.

~8!

The first term in the summation in Eq.~8! describes the interaction of correlated hop
which was proposed by Hirsch6 and others. It can describe onlys-type superconductivity,
which is strictly forbidden in our system by the on-site repulsion;U. Only the average
of the second term in Eq.~8! contains a contribution, of interest to us, from th
d-symmetry SC order parameter with a negative superconducting pairing constant
contribution per site equals

^DHSC&5k11uw1u2, k11528aUr 1,0. ~9!

Here we have written only the determining contribution. In reality, all contributions

^H̄& with anomalous averageswi were collected together. This decreases the abso
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value ofk11 but preserves the negative sign of the leading constant for both the AF1VB
states and the paramagnetic~PM!1VB state, making possible the superconducting pa
ing.

The uncorrelated functionF minimizing the energyH̄2mN̄ is an eigenfunction of
the linearized Hamiltonian

HL5(
n

]H̄

]yn
~ ŷn2yn!1H̄~yi !. ~10!

Here ŷi are two-fermion operators corresponding to the averagesyi .12 The single-
electron averagesyi in turn can be expressed in terms of the characteristics and po
tions of the single-particle eigenstates of the linear operator~10!. This closes the self-
consistency procedure. Subsequent minimization with respect toa gives the desired
correlated variational state~1! and the optimal effective Hamiltonian~5! in the basis of
uncorrelated states. Two types of self-consistent calculations which agree with on
other were performed: 1! a complete calculation with all normal and anomalous avera
giving the SC gap 2D0(U,d,T) for the AF1VB1SC states and 2! calculation from
equations which are linear inwl of the SC transition temperatureTc(U,d) against the
background of AF1VB states. The dependences ofD and Tc on the degree of doping
d5un21u were studied.

Comparing the energies for PM or AF mean-field solutions with or without co
lations of the VB type showed that the main gain in energy is provided by the mag
doubling of the lattice via spin alternation as well as by VB formation. Taking accoun
AF and VB correlations gives good agreement with the computational results for
clusters. The value of the optimal parametera characterizing VB formation varies in th
range 0,a,0.22 for 0,U/t<8, which makes it possible to use the expansion~5! right
up toU/t;8. Correlations of the VB formation type are compatible with AF spin ord
Taking them into account narrows the region of existence of AF order.

Figure 1 displays the phase diagram of the system in theU/t, d5un21u plane~the
interaction force is the degree of doping!. The critical doping leveldc5unc21u, at which
AF order vanishes, isdc;0.3 forU/t58. These values are lower than the correspond

FIG. 1. Phase diagram for solutions with VB correlations in the plane of interaction force versus doping.
curve — critical degree of doping at which antiferromagnetism vanishes. Dashed curve — boundary of
ence of the anisotropic superconducting gap, calculated at temperaturekT50.002t; the initial part of the curve
is drawn schematically because of the ultralow values of the gap widths and the poor convergence neTc .
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resultdc;0.45 in the generalized Hartree–Fock method neglecting VB-type correlat
but they exceed the critical degree of dopingdc;0.05, which destroys antiferromag
netism in real high-Tc superconductor crystals.

The contradiction indicated above can be interpreted in different ways. One
pretation is to assume that the large region of AF order is a consequence of neglec
the initial Hubbard model interactions which destroy perfect nesting. At the same
the existence of a hopping interactiont8 of non-nearest neighbors in cuprates follow
both from the details of the single-band mapping13 of the three-band Emery model an
from the empirical tight-binding models. However, for smallt8 the AF–PM boundary
does not shift much.

One would think that the mean-field method~in the present case this method w

applied to the effective HamiltonianH̃(a)) is not capable of describing AF correlation o
spins with a large but finite correlation length. At the same time, in the slave-b
technique two phases of the spin arrangement are seen before the transition to th
magnetic state — with short- or long-range AF order~so-called SRO phase!.14 In addi-
tion, the total boundary of the true PM state is very close todc(U) in Fig. 1. There also
exist independent arguments in favor of a large region of AF spin order of sep
CuO2 planes in contrast to the observed small region of bulk antiferromagnetism~see, for
example, Refs. 15 and 16!.

We shall now discuss superconductivity. A region where solutions with super
ducting order have the lowest energies is indicated in the sameU/t, d diagram in Fig. 1.
The region whered-type superconductivity exists lies completely inside the region
‘‘two-dimensional’’ antiferromagnetism. Hole attraction is due to not exchange of lo
wavelength AF spin excitations, as assumed in many works,17 but rather the formation of
valence bonds between neighboring sites. It occurs both for the AF1VB states and for
energetically unfavorable PM1VB states: The leading constantk11 in Eq. ~8! is negative
for each of these types of states. Nonetheless, a quite wide region of doping,
d-superconductivity with a quite high transition temperature exists, is present only i
AF1VB state because of the difference in the density of states at the Fermi level.

Figure 2 displays curves of the superconducting transition temperatureTc(d) ~ap-
pearance of anomalous averageswl against the background of the normal AF1VB or
PM1VB states!. The values ofTc equal the temperature at which the SC gap 2D(T) and
the anomalous averages in the complete calculation AF1VB1SC vanishes. The region
of a sharp cutoff ofTc lies below the boundarydc(U/t) between the AF1VB and
PM1VB states in Fig. 1. At the same time, the analogous curves logTc(n) for the
PM1VB states cut off sharply asTc→0 even with very light doping. This is due to th
fact that the density of single-electron states of the effective linearized problem
PM1VB states is high only in a very narrow region near the van Hove singularitie
k5(0,6p) and (6p,0). Conversely, for AF1VB states the spin-alternation-induce
splitting of the initial band into two subbands results in a substantial expansion o
region with a high density of states near (0,p) and, in consequence, expansion of t
region of highTc and a large SC gap.

We note that the SC gap ratioj52D(0)/kTc in the solutions obtained varies i
ranges53.9–4.5 forU/t58 instead of the BCS value of 3.5 withs symmetry of the
order parameter. The values found for the ratioj are less than the valuesj
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52D(0)/kTc;10–12 obtained in approximations of the type used in self-consis
spectral-function methods.18 The experimentally observed ratioj is strongly anisotropic
and depends onkz , and the value pertaining to theab plane of the cuprates varies in th
rangej;5 –7. ForU/t58 the maximum critical temperature equalskTc50.023t. The
corresponding gap width equals 2D(0)50.107t, which for the estimate13 t;0.5 eV
equals 2D(0)553 meV withkTc5133 K.

An unexpected result of the calculation is the high values ofTc and the anisotropic
gap width in a wide range of doping all the way down to very light levels. This con
dicts the dependenceTc(d) observed in cuprates with a maximum at the optimal dop
level dopt and a sharp dropoff ofTc on both sides ofdopt.

In searching for the reasons for the differences in the behavior of the system
included an additional Coulomb-like interactionV between the nearest neighbors of t
cells and a hopping interactiont8 between the neighboring diagonal sites^^nm&& with
un2mu5A2. The introduction ofV changes somewhat the form of the curveTc(d) but it
leads to a sharp drop in the value ofTc itself. It suppresses superconductivity as a res
of an additional positive contribution to the superconducting order constantk11. Con-
versely, the introduction of an interactiont8 has virtually no effect on the maximum
transition temperature with optimal doping but sharply changes the form of the c
Tc(d). One can see from Fig. 2 that the changes in the curveTc(d) are very sensitive to
both the magnitude and sign oft8. This can be explained as follows. Fort8.0 and
optimal doping the intersection of the lower Hubbard bandEk with the Fermi level occurs
in the flattest section of the band:Ek(p,0)2m50 for d5dopt. For t850 such an inter-
section does not occur. The fine details of the shape of the lower and upper Hu
bands also affect other properties of the system, for example, spectroscopic, bu
discussion falls outside the scope of the present letter.

In summary, we have shown for the example of a Hubbard model that the form
of valence bonds under the conditions of a high density of states of antiferromagne
split bands indeed results ind-symmetry superconductivity.

FIG. 2. Logarithm of the critical temperatureTc versus the degree of doping. The solid or dashed curves r
to AF or paramagnetic VB states. The curves1, 2, and3 are forU/t58, 6, and 4, respectively. The dotted curv
refers to the Hubbard model, supplemented by the interactionsV50.1t and t850.05 ~see text!.
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Phase diagrams of „d x 22y 21 id xy … superconductors on a
square lattice

E. A. Shapovala)
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Russia
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A model of strongly coupled electrons on a square lattice with attrac-
tion of the electrons to nearest-neighbor and next-nearest neighbor lat-
tice sites is studied. For this model, the phase diagrams containing
dx22y2, dxy , and (dx22y21 idxy) states are constructed in the variables
temperature versus chemical potential for different ratios of the corre-
sponding potentials. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-3640~98!01405-4#

PACS numbers: 74.25.Dw

The question of the symmetry of the order parameter remains a central proble
high-Tc superconductivity. Special attention is given to a second phase transition, ac
panied by breaking of the time-reversal symmetry and the appearance of an energy
the elementary excitation spectrum ofd superconductors. This transition, which is due
grain boundaries, twinning boundaries, or magnetic impurities, has been studied
number of works; see, for example, Refs. 1–4 and the references cited therein. A
ent approach — investigation of the possibility of such a transition in the volume
pure superconductor — is studied in Refs. 5–9. Specifically, Ref. 9 examines a
transition from ans to an (s1 id) state in a model with a cylindrical Fermi surface. Th
present letter examines a somewhat more complicated model of strongly coupled
trons on a square lattice with the dispersion relation

j~q!52
1

2
~cosqx1cosqy!, ~1!

expressing the electron energy as a function of the quasimomentum. The possibi
electrons hopping only to a neighboring lattice site is taken into account, ener
measured from the band center~where there is a van Hove singularity!, and energy and
length are measured in units of the half width of the band and the lattice con
respectively.

We shall assume that only electrons occupying the same or nearest-neighb
next-nearest neighbor lattice sites with the corresponding potentials2u0, 2u1, and
2u2 interact with one another. Then the BCS potential has the form

U~q,q8!5u012u1@cos~qx2qx8!1cos~qy2qy8!#12u2@cos~qx1qy2qx82qy8!
3760021-3640/98/67(5)/6/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1cos~qx2qy2qx81qy8!#. ~2!

Next, we assume that the Coulomb repulsion of the electrons occupying the same
so large that the superconductings state is not realized, at least at reasonable temp
tures. Then, the part of the BCS potential that is responsible for singlet pairing in
dx22y2 anddxy states equals

U~q,q8!5u1cx22y2~q!cx22y2~q8!1u2cxy~q!cxy~q8!, ~3!

where

cx22y2~q!5cosqx2cosqy , cxy~q!54 sin qx sin qy . ~4!

It is convenient to introduce a parametric description of the state of the electro
terms of their energyj and the position of an isoenergy surface~specifically, the Fermi
surface! u:

cosqx52j1~12uju!cosu; cosqy52j2~12uju!cosu. ~5!

If j<0, then the parameteru is identical to the doubled azimuthal anglef of the wave
vectorq wheref50, 6p/4,6p/2, . . . .

In the new variables the integration over the electronic states of the Brillouin
has the form

E
2p

p E
2p

p dqxdqy

~2p!2
f ~qx ,qy!5E

21

1

djn~j!^ f ~j,u!&, ~6!

where the brackets signify averaging over the isoenergy surface

^ f ~j,u!&5
1

pK~k!
E

0

p f ~j,u!du

A12k2cos2u
, ~7!

K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first find,k5(12uju)/(11uju), and the
density of states

n~j!5
4

p2~11uju!
K~k!5

2

p2
K8~j!. ~8!

In the new variables

cx22y2~j,u!522~12uju!cosu; cxy~j,u!52~12j2!sin uA12k2cos2u. ~9!

Since by virtue of expression~3! the kernel of the integral equation determining t
superconducting state is degenerate, the order parameter can be expanded in term
functions cx22y2(j,u) and cxy(j,u). Since these functions are orthogonal to one
other, we write immediately

D~j,u!5Dx22y2cx22y2~j,u!6 iDxycxy~j,u!, ~10!

whereDx22y2 andDxy are real. The assertion that in the mixed state the relative pha
the two components of the order parameter which are described by orthogonal fun
equals6p/2 was proved in Ref. 10. It can be shown that in the case when three or
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states compete the system chooses from among them the pair of orthogonal stat
relative phase6p/2 that is most favorable from the standpoint of the free energy.

Mixed states such that both components of the order parameter are different
zero are described by the system of equations

u1

2 E
21

1

n~j!K cx22y2
2

e~j,m,u!
tanh

e~j,m,u!

2T L dj51,

u2

2 E
21

1

n~j!K cxy
2

e~j,m,u!
tanh

e~j,m,u!

2T L dj51, ~11!

where the energy of elementary excitations is

e~j,m,u!5A~j2m!21Dx22y2
2 cx22y2

2
~j,u!1Dxy

2 cxy
2 ~j,u!. ~12!

Following Refs. 5 and 11, we do not introduce a cutoff parameter for the elec
interaction energy~the analog of the Debye energy in the theory of ordinary superc
ductors!, as is conventionally done in the BCS method. Here the logarithmic diverg
is eliminated by the finite width of the conduction band. The results obtained below
change very little as a result of introducing this additional parameter, if the temper
and energy gap are measured not in units of the half width of the band but rathe
cutoff parameter.

Puredx22y2 anddxy superconducting states, where only one component of the o
parameter is different from zero, are determined by the first or second equation
system~11!, respectively. The boundaries of the mixed and pure phases are deter
from this system when one of the components vanishes.

It turns out that this model behaves differently depending on the ratio of the at
tive potentialsu1 andu2. Figure 1 shows three of the corresponding regions~A, B,andC!
of values of the potential~in units of the half width of the conduction band!. The dots
represent the specific values of these potentials used to construct the phase di
shown in Fig. 2.

Figure 2a shows a typical phase diagram of our model in the variables tempe
T and chemical potentialm in the regionA in the particular case whenu150.18 and
u250.2. This value of u1 is generally accepted for, specifically, the compou
LaSrCuO4 on the basis of data on its superconducting transition temperature and wid
the conduction.5,8 Considering the rapid dropoff of the screened Coulomb repulsion
assuming a comparatively slow dropoff of the interaction responsible for the Co
pairing, we conjecture that in some compoundsu2 can be greater thanu1. Figure 2 shows
only half of the diagrams because the complete diagrams are symmetric with resp
m50 by virtue of the symmetry of the problem relative to a change in the sign of
energy. The region1 in these diagrams corresponds to thedx22y2 phase, the region2 to
the dxy phase, the region3 to the mixed (dx22y26 idxy) phase, and the region4 to the
normal phase; the curvesTx22y2 andTxy are the temperatures of the transitions from t
normal to the corresponding superconducting state and the dashed curves sho
continuations in the absence of another interaction. Asu2 increases oru1 decreases, the
point of intersection of the curves shifts to the right and up, i.e., the correspon
chemical potential approaches zero, while the temperature at which the mixed
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(dx22y26 idxy) can appear increases. The opposite picture is observed whenu2 decreases
or u1 increases. The main feature of the regionA in Fig. 1 is the absence of a phas
transition to the mixed state for a half-filled band, whenm50 while the temperature o
the superconducting state has its maximum value.

The phase diagram of the model in the regionB of values of the interaction poten
tials is illustrated in Fig. 2b foru150.16 andu250.24. The designations are the same
in Fig. 2a. The characteristic feature of this region is a phase transition to the mixed
(dx22y26 idxy) with chemical potentialm50, i.e., with the maximum superconductin
transition temperature for the model.

A typical phase diagram for the regionC with u150.14 andu250.28 is shown in
Fig. 2c. In this case, form50, as the temperature decreases, the model makes a tran
from the normal to thedxy state before the obligatory for any positiveu1 transition to the
mixed state.

It follows from this that the boundary of the regionsA and B in Fig. 1 is determined
by the equationT* (u1 ,u2)50 with m50, whereT* is the temperature of the transitio
to the mixed state and the boundary of the regionsB and C is determined by the equatio
Tx22y2(u1)5Txy(u2).

Figure 3 shows the relative components of the order parameterDx22y2 /D0 and
Dxy /D0 versus the relative temperatureT/Tc for u150.16 andu250.24 ~i.e., in the
region B! and chemical potentialm50 ~i.e., a half-filled band!. Here Tc5Tx22y2

50.0151, whileD050.0158 is the order parameter in the puredx22y2 state with fixedu1

and T50. The temperature of the transition to the mixed state isT* 50.00729
50.484Tc . The dashed curve is the continuation of the temperature dependence
relative order parameter in the absence of a transition to the mixed state. The d
curve shows the temperature dependence ofDx22y2 in a puredx22y2 state. The compo-
nents of the order parameter behave similarly for other values of the chemical pote
and the corresponding temperatures of the superconducting transition and the trans
the mixed state can be determined from the phase diagrams in Fig. 2.

FIG. 1. Regions of the interaction potential with different behavior of the model studied.
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We call attention to the fact that in contrast to the transition from thed to the (d
6 is) state which was studied in Ref. 9, in our case thedx22y2 component of the order
parameter deviates slightly from its value in the absence of a transition to a mixed sta
Nonetheless, such a transition is accompanied even here by rapid growth~asAT* 2T) of
the gap in the elementary excitation spectrum. For this reason, to identify a transition i
necessary to investigate the angular dependence of the energy gap. It seems to us
because of the strong Coulomb repulsion the transition to the (dx22y26 idxy) state is

FIG. 2. Phase diagrams: a — in regionA with u150.18,u250.2; b — inregionB with u150.16,u250.14; c
— in region C with u150.14, u250.28. Region1 — dx22y2 phase,2 — dxy phase,3 — mixed phase
dx22y26 idxy , 4 — normal state.

FIG. 3. Temperature dependence of the order parameter components foru150.18, u250.2, andm50. The
dashed curve shows the temperature dependence ofDx22y2 in a puredx22y2 state.
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more likely than a transition to the (d6 is) state. Specifically, it is entirely likely that th
well-known result obtained by Maet al.12 — the jumplike change in the symmetry a
T* '0.8Tc — could pertain to the transition examined here.
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of the State Science and Technology Program ‘‘Topical Problems in Condensed M
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